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Princeton, Kentucky, Thursday, December'13, 1945

WAY DOWN SOUTH

Club's Annual Prizes For
Achievement Go Also
To Boys, Girls Of 4-H
And FFA Groups

a meeting last Friday night
mitteemen . representing
Kiwanis Club and the HoClub, joint sponsors of
ton's Teen-Age Club, Carl
ks was reelected to be chairfor 1946. Other` officers
include J. B. Lester, vice
an; Elwood Cook, secreand Melvin Fralick, treas-

"Come on out—'the weather is fine!" says Miss Aubrey Crutcher as she moulds a snow man in an inappropriate costume
after a three-inch snowfall in Nashville, Tenn. (AP Wirephoto)

Tigers Win Two
To Open Season
Madisonville Maroons
Victims Before Big
Crowd; Trigg Next
Butler High's basketball Tigers grabbed off their opener of
the 1945-46 net season on the
home floor Tuesday night before
a near-capacity crowd, tripping
the Madisonville Maroons in a
spirited game, 30 to 21. The
Cubs also won from the Maroon
B-team, altho by the narrowest
of margins, 20 to 19.
With only one regular from
last year's five returning, Coach
Russell Goodaker's boys performed creditably for a green
team and will show improvement as the season advances,
fans are assured. Scoring for
Butler was done as follows:
Franklin, 6; Butler, 6; Martin,
11; Coley, 6„, Morgan, guard went
scor•hless as aa* Johnston, who
the latter fouled out.
For the Cubs, H. C. P'Pool
was high point man, with 8.
B. Walker had 4, Johnston, 4,
and Cartwright, 2 points. J.
Harrelson was the other starter
and B. Taylor substituted ofr
him.
The Tigers meet the cagers of
Trigg County High on the home
court Friday night.

TEMPERATURE DIPS TO
11 DEGREES HERE AS
COLD WAVE STRIKES
An early winter cold wave
which swept over much of
the Nation sent the temperature here down to 11 above
zero early Tuesday morning,
A. M. Harvill, keeper of the
official government weather
gauge here said. It was 14
abovc Wednesday morning.
Numerous Kentucky highways were covered with ice
and snow in central and
eastern counties. Snow was
predicted for
Wednesday
night, with slightly moderating teniPerature Thursday.
Snow flurries fell here Tuesday morning about 8:30
o'clock.

Eldon S. Dummitt, attorney
general of Kentucky, will be
principal speaker tonight at the
Kiwanis Club's annual dinner
meeting: for farmer guesta,,--Eficli
Kiwanian has invited a farmer
as his special guest and the club's
annual awards to the two best
farming couples of Caldwell
county, based upon 1945 accomplishments, will be made. John
F. Graham, chairman of the
club's agricultural committee,
will have charge of the program.
Winners of the farm and home
awards will receive certificates
from the Kiwanis Club and a
$50 War Bond and a $25 War
Aid, for first and second prizes
respectively, provided by the
Farmers National and the First
National Bank, as annually.
Boys and girls of the County's
4-H clubs and Future Farmer of
American chapter also will be
recognized and awarded prizes
for their year's wtrk at this
meeting, Henry Sevison, club
president, said.
Winners in previous farm and
home improvement contests include: Mr. and Mrs. H. C. McConnell, Mr. and Mrs. D. W. Satterfield, Mr. and Mrs. W. P.
Crawford, Mr. and Mrs. C. K.
McNeely, Mr. and Mrs. Homer
Mitchell, Mr. and Mrs. Lee Mashburn, and Mr. and Mrs. Ray
Martin.

Rev. Chas. Brooks
Resigns Pastorate

Former Wave Slain

Kentucky Judge

That Princeton and other
communities suffering from juvenile delinquency would profit
by taking a leaf from the book
of Judge R. C. Tarter, of Somerset, Pulaski county, Seems indicated. Anyhow Judge Tarter
himself thinks so, as he told
the State County Judges' Association 1st its -"iitinuar 'thedting
last week in Louisville.
Use of the "Jail and Lash," a
curfew law enforcement and
threat of jail for parents have
combined in his county, Judge
Tarter said, to reduce juvenile
deliquency 100 percent.
Judge Tarter declared: "In

Rotary Urged To
Boost Road Job
Hopkinsville Visitors
Seek Aid In Getting
Highway Surfaced
Joe McCaroll, past president
of the Hopkinsville Rotary Club,
and Tom Roney, member of that
club, were guests of the local
Rotarians at Tuseday night's
meeting. They urged the club
go on record, with a resolution
to be sent to Gov. S. S. Willis
and Highway Commissioner J.
S. Watkins favoring early surfacing of the Christian county
portion of the Princeton-Hopkinsville highway.
They also extendet an invitation for the local Rotarians to
meet with their club next week
in celebration, of its 25th anniversary.
Julian Littlepage, a charter
member of the Princeton club,
absent in war work four years,
resumed active membership at
Tuesnay night's meeting. K. V.
Bryant read a paper on the
atomic bomb.

my county we've had real crime,
murder, bootleging, urostitution,
moonshining, not just disorder
and incorrigibility among the
young. These crimes seem to be
committed in a spirit of frustration. . . They are the product
of somebody older.
"If the parent of a delinquent
has any idea of mortality . . .
I threaten him or her with jail
and it works. . . . I have sent
'about 250 prostitutes to jail until
they are not infectious . . . I
have the men locked up, too,
and we have nearly wiped out
venereal disease in the community.

Butler Alumni Will
Have First Banquet
In 4 Years Dec. 28
The Butler High Alumnae
Banquet, first to be held in
A years, will be at the
Princeton Hotel. Friday night,
Dec. 28, at 7 o'clock, it was
announced Tuesday by Mrs.
George Pettit, president of
the association. The banquet
will be held this year in
honor of returning service
men, she said. All members
are urged to attend and
tickets will be on sale at all
drug stores Thursday, Friday and Saturday, Dec. 20,
21, 22.

Steel Strike Called
For Jan. 1.4 Will Be
Largest In History

Frances Brown (above), 33year-old former Wave, was
found in her Chicago apartment fatally slashed and shot.
A note was scribbled on her
apartment wall with lipstick.
(AP Photo)*

Presbyterians To
Present Cantata
White Gifts For Needy
Also To Be Received
Sunday Night
A Christmas Cantata and
White Gifts service will be
presented at the Central Presbyterian Church Sunday night,
Dec. 16, at 7 o'clock, it was announced this week, the gifts
offered to include food, canned
goods, fruit and money . . which
will be put in baskets to be distributed where needed Christmas Eve.
Mrs. George Eldred will direct
the cantata, with Mrs. Cooper
Crider at the organ. Alvin
Lisanby and Mr. and Mrs. Buddy
Brown will assist the church
choir in the singing.
This church is planning a
Christmas Tree party for 300
children of the community, to
be held in the church auditorium Christmas Eve, the Rev.
Donal Wihnoth, pastor, said.
Details of this entertainment will
be published in next week's
Leader.

Soil Election To
Be Held Saturday

Ceiling Prices Of
Coal Announced

McConnell Entry
Wins $50 Prize

Hearne Harralson
DeKalb Winner

4

Tobacco Market
Support Assured
By Federal Agency
Growers To Be Protected If Prices
Drop Under Parity
For Any Grade

Pittsburg—The C.I.O. United
Steeelworkers Tuesday ordered
a strike January 14 against the
nation's steel, aluminum and ore
industries to force its demand
Christian Church Minister
for a wage increase.
Unless it is forestalled, the
Has Served Congrestrike will be the lergest in the
gation
5
Years
Butler Singers Will
Veterans Interested In
history of American industry,
The board, of elders and deaaffecting an estimated 700,000
Present
Vesper
Service
College Invited To
cons s of the First Christian
Butler High School, conform- workers at basic steel mills and
Get Information Here
Church, meeting last Friday ing to a traditional custom of in the allied aluminum and iron
Murray, Dec. 12—War Veterans night in regular session, received years' standing, will present ore industries.
of Caldwell County interested the resignation of the Rev. Char- at 5 o'clock Sunday afternoon,
in continuing their educational les P. Brooks, pastor here the Dec. 14 a Christmas Vesper SerTwo More Girls Make
program are invited to confer last 5 years, to be effective vice in which glee club members,
with representative of Murray March 7, 1946.
mixed choruses and special groups Honor Roll At Butler
State College who will' be in
The name of Pearl Ramey,
Mr. Brooks, in his letter to will take part. Miss Martha
Princeton at the county superin- the board, stated "Believing the Schultz, director of school music, 8th grader, should have been
tendent's office December 20, time has come for the church will be in charge.
included among those making Farmers Of County To
from 2 to 5 o'clock, to assist in to make a change of ministers,
the special honor roll at Butler
Decide Conservation
filling out proper forms. This if it is to realize its greatest
School published in last week's
dline Is Extended
announcement was made by Dr. possibilities, I respectfully subissue of The Leader, and that District Issue
Ralph H. Woods, president of mit my resignation". He told
of Mary Virginia Meadows, Farmers of Caldwell county
Jan. 1 As Kentucky
Business ,Folk Chip In
Murray State, as a pert of ex- The Leatler his plans for the
junior class, on the regular will vote on creation of a soil
ds Low Rank
tensive plans by the college to future are indefinite but he exhonor roll, high school authori- Conservation District, a sub-diviChristmas
Lights
For
Princeton's banks reportsion of State government desiigncare for the educational needs of pects to obtain a pastorate elseties said this week.
A committee composed of
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his maximum prices in
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to
be
F.
Texas,
Austin,
of
versity
of the cellar position,"
benefit supper in the church
He had been connected with
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S. Bate, director of the the fuel division of the United
80.42 bushels an basement Thursday night, Dec.
sales
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of
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a
A
each
give
declared win- the 1946 Cactus, University yearucky War Finance Corn- States Department of the In- Connell entry was
showing the name of mine acre won the corn growing 20, from 5:30 until 7:30. o'clock.
comprised by Caldwell book. The contest is sponsored slip
said.
terior several years and was a ner is
operator from whom he bought championship of Caldwell County The public is cordially invited.
immediTexas
counties
University
of
other
clubs,
four
by
and
ing of the tobacco mar- prominent Democratic leader in
the coal, mine index number, in the 1945 national beKalb
ately adjacent, Mr. Graham said. sororities and fraternities.
aud approach of Christmas, Hopkins county.
county in which mine is located. Corn Growing Contest, it was Average Climbs On
heavy emphasis upon Vic
learned this week. Hearne HarBonds for gifts, resulted
raison, of Princeton, is the corn Madisonville Floor Tobacco Assn. Leader
Henry and Earl Hartigan,
grower who made this outstandspurt in E-Bond purchases
Dies At Clarksville
ing yield in competition in which Caldwell county, sold air cured
Kentucky during the last
Judge John T. Cunningham, thousands of farmers from 19 tobacco on the Brooks Loose
and more, Mr. Bate said.
well known . in Princeton as principle corn producing states Floor, Madisonville, recently for
president of the Eastern Dark participated, according to of
an average of $27.81, top basket,
$32, and Adrian Burchett, also
Fired___Tobacca • Growers AssoLeader Prints
ciation, died at his home in
The county winner's corn was of this county, received an aver"All-America"
Clarksville, Tenn., last Saturday grown by Hybrid No. 816. His age. of $29.25, top basket, $34, on
The Associated Press All
of a heart ailment. He was a Yield was checked by disin- the same floor. The Brooks
erica football team, congraduate of Vanderbilt Univer- terested parties. In recognition floor had a sale which averaged
ered THE AUTHENTIC
sity and at one time served as ot his achievment the winner is $25.49, second week, $24.98.
I-America by many sports
speaker of the Tennessee House being presented with an approthorities, is made. public
of Representatives. He hali been priate plaque by the DeKalb Tigers To Meet Kuttawa
Page 7 of this issue of The
county and criminal court judge Agricultural AssociatiOn.
ader.
Other big yields recorded In Tourney Opener
of Montgomery county since
Fredonia,
Cobb,
Kuttawa,
An accompanying story
were by Earl Williamson, Hoy
1918.
Sisk, S. C. Sisk and Frank C. Princeton and Eddyville will
marizing qualities of the
enter their high school basketers is written by Bob
Burchett.
C. F. Carr New Assistant
ball teams in the annual Caldream, Associated Press
Manager Of Penny Store
well-Lyon tournament, to be
al sports editor. The
C. F. Carr, on terminal leave Dick Morgan Takes State
played in the Kuttawa gym
uneral Directors' Test
*America is selected by
from the Navy, is the new asRichard G. Morgan, Princeton, Thursday, Friday and Saturday
writers and coaches
sistant manager of the local J.
C. Penny store, having joined was among 17 applicants, includ- night, Jan. 3, 4. and 5. Fredonia,
all sections of the
ted States,
the staff this week, Merle Drain, ing six women, who took the Cobb and Eddyville drew byes
he Associated Press Allmanager, said. Mr. Carr is a annual funeral directors' exami-, In the first round, which will
that
ea, with pictures of
Tomoyuki Yamashita stands in the Manila native of Trigg county but was nation at Louisville this week; see only one game played,
Gan.
fiENTENCS—Lt.
YAMASHITA HEARS DEATH
B. Reynolds (seated lower a Penny employee in Colorado W. E. Wilward, secretary of the, matching the Kuttawa Lyons
Bullet
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Gen.
Maj.
bY
pronounced
is
State Board of Embalmers and and Butler's Tigers at 7:90 o'courtroom as the death sentence
Hamamoto, interpreter before she war. He arrved
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Harry Clarke, chief defense attorney; M.
Funeral Directors, announced. clock Thursday night, Jan. 3,
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radioman.
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Kiwanis Honors Jail And Lash Cure For
Farmers Tonight Juvenile Delinquency,
At Annual Dinner
Says

airman; Committee
med To Conduct
ancial Campaign

mrnittee members representthe Kiwanis Club are Roy
land, John Morgan, J. B.
r and W. C. Sparks. Reting Rotary: K. V. Bryant,
' Fralick, Elwood Cook
Russell Goodaker.
two service clubs voted
nt meetings to sponsor
Teen-Age "Tigers Den" anext year, following ancement by K. V. Bryant
a survey he conducted at
r High School indicated
boys and girls of proper
desire to be members of
club and to have its activicontin ued.
financial committee was
ted by Chairman Sparks
ye charge of soliciting funds
whichL to meet the TeenClub's 1946 budget as fol• Roy Rowland, John Mord Elwood Cook. The club's
budget was $1,700.
dance of teen-age boys
girls at the clubroom in
Henrietta Hotel throughout
and the conduct there has
ted the club fills a great
in the community, ChairSparks said. K. V. Bryant,
supervisor, paid high comnt to the youth group for
er in which it has conthe club.
officers are Jimmy Butdent; Billy Watson, vice
ant; (now
in
Marine
); Margaret Terry Davis,
; and Rose Mitchell
treasurer.
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Tobacco growers will be protected if record high prices paid
as Burley markets opened do not
continue but weaken and drop
to government support- levels..
This announcement was made
by the Louisville Bank for Cooperatives, designated by the
Commodity Credit Corporation
as its agent in Kentucky, Tennessee, Indiana and phi() for
purchase of CCC tobacco loan
paper. By this means the market
is prevented from dropping below the 90 percent parity level
on any specific grade.
A. L. Stallings, vice president
and treasurer of the bank, said
contracts with five farmer cooperatives in Kentucky and Tennessee provide for purchase of
25,000,000 pounds of tobacco at
a total of $10,600,000.
He named the cooperatives authorized by the Commodity Credit Corporation to make the Purchases as the Burley Tobacco
Growers Cooperative Association,
Lexington; Tennessee Burley Tobacco Growers Association, Columbia; Eastern Dark Fired Tobacco Growers Association,
Springfield; Western Dark Fired
Tobacco Growers Association,
Murray, and Stemming District
Tobacco Association, Henderson.

Burley Averages Take
Sharp Drop Over State
Averages on the state's Burley
tobacco markets turned sharply
downward Tuesday following
Mondays one-day rise, reports
to the Kentucky Department of
Agriculture showed. It was indicated the State-wide average
again was less than $47 a hundred pounds.
Only three of the 14 reporting markets managed averages
higher than those Monday when
the State-wide average was $47.31 a hundred pounds. Monday's
sales total was 12,369,819 pounds
and it was sold for $5,851,794.05.
Hopkinsville averaged $41.59, a
drop of $1.76, sales totaling 314,222 pounds for $130,669.24.
The United States Department
of Agriculturee reported sales
day, including Kentucky, totaled
throughout the burley area Mon18,659,570 pounds at an average
of $47.26.

Sales Holiday Called
To Aid Redrying Plants
Lexington— (/P) —A one-week
"sales holiday" was tacked on to
the customary week's Christmas
recess at tobacco markets all
over the Burley belt Tuesday to
enable redrying plants to process
a heavy backlog of sold leaf.

N. B. Cameron To
Head MerchantsOne
Stores Open Only
Night, Christmas Eve,
For Shoppers

N. B. Cameron was elected
president of the Princeton Retail Merchants Association for
1946, at the annual election meeting of the organization last Friday afternoon. He succeeds H.
Merle Drain.
Other officers chosen were
Sam Koltinsky, vice president;
Clifton Wood, secretary, reelected for a fourth term, and Joe
Wilco x, treasurer. Trustees,
Merle Drain, E. M. McCaslin and
Hewlett Morgan.
Merchants voted to keep their
stores open Saturday nights until 8 o'clock, the same hour at
which groceries close.
Retail stores will not be open
nights for Christmas shoppers,
except Monday night, Dec. 24, it
was decided.

Rumsey Taylor Speaker
At Hopkinsville Banquet
Rumsey Taylor, widely known
Southeastern Conference football official, was guest speaker
Rotary
at the Hopkinsville
Club's annual banquet for the
Tigers' football
Hopkinsville
squad last Friday night. The
Hoppers, altho twice defeated,
raked among the State's top
grid teams for 1945.
County Judge Stephens
EON Home This Week
J Word has been received by
his wife that Pvt. Herman Lee
Stephens, county judge, has arrived in Boston, Mass., after
serving in the European Theater.
Be is expected home this weekend.
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Tobacco Market
Support Assured
By Federal Agency
Growers To Be Pro-

That Princeton and other
communities suffering from juvenile delinquency would profit
by taking a leaf from the book
of Judge R. C. Tarter,-of Somerset, Pulaski county, seems indicated. Anyhow Judge Tarter
himself thinks so, as he told
the State County Judges' Association It its annual meeting
last week in Louisville.
Use of the "Jail and Lash," a
curfew law enforcement and
threat of jail for parents have
combined in his county, Judge
Tarter said, to reduce juvenile
deliquency 100 percent.
Judge Tarter declared: "In

my county we've had real crime,
tected If Prices
murder, bootleging, urostitution,
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Best Guidance Is Needed In
Solving Our School Problem
Numerous good citizens in both town
and county are giving very serious consideration these days to the grave problem brought more prominently into the
forefront by burning of Cobb School...
that of improving educational facilities
and opportunities for all the county's
youth.
A committee of community leaders was
named last week to investigate the situation and to make a report of its findings,
together with recommendations on what
should be done, to the County Board of
Education February 6. This committee
can, and we believe it will, perform a
great service.
It appears the recommendations can
take four major forms: That high schools
be rebuilt at Cobb an d Farmersville,
where buildings have been destroyed by
fire recently; that county pupils attend
classes in Princeton schools, at Dawson
Springs and other towns situated near
enough to families concerned, tuition being paid for their instructon; that a consolidated county high school be built near
Princeton, for all rural children, and that
a consolidation be effected with the Princeton school system.
We learned last week that a recommendation from the State Department of Education for a consolidated county high
'school,already is in the hands of the Caldwell County Board of Education.
Major stumbling block in the path of
a consolidation of the two systems, minty and city, is the wide differeAce in tax

rates, we believe. In the county, property
is assessed at 75 cents on each $100 for
school purposes; in town, the rate is $1.50.
If this could be adjusted equitably, in
some manner, so that the expense burden
would be fairly shared, other impediments
to the most widely approved method of
handling education in this community
might easily be resolved, educators believe.
The Leader would not attempt to solve
this problem, tho it is one °which lies
closely to our heart.
We earnestly believe most of our worst
human ills are directly attributable to
ignorance and that the most efficient educational system with which we can provide ourselves is the best and the cheapest, in the *ig run.
We woulr humbly suggest therefore,
the advice of experts, state and national,
be obtained before a decision is reached
and that due and careful consideration be
given to a solution which will provide not
only a greatly improved educational pattern now but one which will look into the
future, insofar as it may be foreseen, to
the end that whatever is done may serve
to take Princeton and Caldwell county
forward, permitting our youth at least an
even chance of keeping in step with the
ever quickening tempo of the times.
• For, unless we do this, we invite further
and greater losses of our principal asset,
the youth of the community, far too many
of whom already are looking beyond our
immediate horizon for the opportunities
they want arld are determined to have.

World Trade Is Vital To Us
"It burns me up to see the Government
tax!ng us to feed the Nazis and the Japs,
and to help restore those enemy countries," a good citizen said to this reporter
recently. And of course his attidude is
normal, at first blush, and a good many
citizens may easily be found who will
agree in/tot°.
But first judgment in such a matter
doesn'tigo deeply enough into the world
situation or our own problem; and the
attitude of the friend above mentioned
is not calculated to bring us through to
the longed for era when peace and plenty
will prevail, either for us or for our evercloser neighbors, the peoples of other nations.
For the long-pull problem, the big question all of us face as Americans, is how
to keep our greatly expanded and far
more efficient productive machine in full
operation in peace, as in war.
We cannot hope to do this without
world trade; and, as we learned, finally,
after the other World War, nations that
are bankrupt and bereft cannot buy from

us. Therefore, our cooperation is imperative; for with blocs and tariff we invite
commercial battles which, in turn and
inevitably, lead to fighting wars.
If we look about at the rest of the
world with a holier-than-thou attitude we
are in a fair way to become victims again
of the old isolationism.
We are not worrying unduly about the
atomia bomb. We observed our enemies
had plenty of poison gas for WW No. 2
... and didn't use it, because they knew
very well we would give them back worse
than they could send in the way of gases.
It seems likely the same would be true
in the matter of bombs, atomic and otherwise, should another world war come.
What we do fear, in this new period of
trying to make a world where peace is
possible for longer than a generation, is
that we shall bury our heads in the sand
of selfishness once more, and thus lend
ourselves to creation of new animosities,
which in their turn will breed carnage
again.

Your Newspaper Reconverts, Too
It gives your editor a good feeling to
cancel certain subscriptions on the papers
he publishes each week, and to meet these
overseas subscribers again face to face
on the street, see discharge buttons shine
in their lapels, and hear of their plans for
returning to the old job, or going to college, or opening their own businesses here
in our town.
Your hometown newspaper has done
quite a bit of traveling these past few
years—it's been mailed to training camps
down South and in the West; it's been
shipped out to the Pacific and followed our
boys to Hawaii, Guadalcanal, Australia,
China and the Philippines. It's flown to
Africa, cruised the Mediterranean on a
destroyer, invaded Italy, slugged through
France with the Infantry, and been waiting back at the base in England when the
boys came back from the "milk run" over
Berlin.
Not a bad record for a small town
paper, especially when you consider that
it's been kept so busy on the home front,
too.
Your paper, and the thousands like it
across the nation, has spearheaded war
bond drives in which America purchased
40 billion dollars worth of bonds. The nation's weekly newspapers gave more than
29 million lines of advertising and editorial

comment to these drives, in addition to
printing sponiored war bond advertisements.
Your hometown paper has helped collect
waste paper, fats, scrap metal and clothing. It has backed the war relief drives,
the Red Cross drives, and a dozen other
nation-wide campaigns.
At the same time, to be sure that our
town would keep on being the same fine
place our boys dreamed of returning to,
your newspaper has taken an active part
in local politics 'and civic improvements,
voicing our honest and, we hope, constructive opinions and criticisms.
Now that the war is over your news.
paper may discard some of its military
flavor and not do as much traveling
about as it has this last four years. But
like our returning veterans, your paper
has learned many lessons that it will not
forget.
Like our veterans, your newspaper
returns to peacetime living with the
knowledge that while our town is a small
place in terms of the world-wide community of nations, -the democratic way of
life that it represents is one of the most
precious and most encouraging things in
our world today.—Whitehall (N. Y.)
Times.
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But we don't call this cold in
one night last week.
Quebec.'"
• • •
The reception Governor Willis
Big Sandy and Mountain boys
gave the Legislative Council was
hold nearly all the "plum" jobs
below zero. (Lexington Herald)
in the Willis administration . . .
• • •
and when Spring comes, watch
POT PLANTS — an
Essay On Editors
where Steve Watkins builds
ideal gift that will fit
This essay on editors was wgitmost of the good roads.
school
boy
in
the
Belleten
by
a
into
the scheme of
• • *
ville, Kansas, Telescope:
The lady of our house says "I don't know how newspapers
Christmas.
she likes the Food Locker Plant got into the World, and I don't
fine; never was treated nicer think God does, for He never
anywhere. This augurs well for mentioned them in the Bible.
POINSETTIAS — were never prettier — plenty of short ones for
success of the new venture here, Maybe the editor was one of the
the table.
for everybody likes polite ' at- Fallen Angels, for he seems to
tention, courtesy and good ser- fall for about everything that
vice.
PLANT BOXES — Combination of Christmas plants.
people tell him.
• • •
• • •
Pennyriler read a very sad
If the editor makes a mistake
RUSTIC BOXES — of blooming plant and greens.
letter the other day . . . from a folks say he ought to be hung;
buddy and fellow prisoner of if a lawyer makes a mistake he
Capt.
Thomas
Spickard
to appeals the case; when a doctor
CYCLEMAN — PRIMROSE — BEGONIA — IVY BOWLS
Tommy's parents, Mr. and Mrs. makes a mistake they say noKALANCHOE
Mack Spickard.
thing 'cause they don't know
living in a small town is far
less wearing on the human animal, because of fewer headaches,
physical and financial.
• • •

Send
Flowers
This \
Year

I •

•

•

Paying high tribute to the
Princeton officer as a man and
a soldier, the buddy testifies
Tom died at 3 A.M., Feb. 18, 1945
and that he made a coffin for
the hero and placed his body in
it. Cremation followed and the
parents are led to believe their
son's ashes may some day be
sent home to them,.
• • •

Latin, and they couldn't read
his writing if they did.
• • •
An editor makes, a mistake,
there's lot of hollering, cussing,
and maybe a libel suit, while
when the doctor makes one
there's a funeral, with flowers
and crying and perfect silence.
• • •

CORSAGES — in Orchids, Gardenias, Roses, Carnations, Winter
Corsages of Yuletide Greens.
Holly

A doctor can use a word a
mile long, and it don't make
any difference if he knows what
it means for folks will think he's
educated, while an editor has
to be able to spell any word he
uses.
• • •

The letter says' Tommy died
in Prison Camp No. 1, at
Fukuoka, Japan, of amoebic dysentery . . . and that conditions
in that prison were terrible. A
small identification card and picture of the dead Army captain
If a doctor goes to see another
accompanied the letter, which man's wife he charges for the
was received only last week.
visit, while if the editor goes
• • •
'he gets shot. People that call the
If the people who sell nylons doctor and get well think he's
will just think back to all those a great man. If they don't get
jokes folks used to tell on Fords well they're dead and can't say
they won't mind a bit the cur- anything.
• • •
rent humor on that kind of
stockings.
Two-thirds of the folks in
• 4 •
town are sore at the editor all
Well, maybe that National the time, either because the

4. •

••

CUT FLOWERS
CARNATIONS — GLADOLIA — CHRISTMAS BOXES

ROSES

DECORATIVE GREENS
Spruce — Boxwood — Christmas Trees — Wreaths
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Leave your order—we do the rest. Better to order early!
S. • •

VP,

gifts...,

INS,

1945-46
STYLES

* BILL FOLDS *

* LUGGAGE *

* WRIST WATCHES *
* FOUNTAIN PENS *
* BIBLES * TOYS * BOOKS * GAMES *

•

* LAMPS * STATIONERY * PICTURES

Burley's Conquest
Burley tobacco seems to have about
compksted Its conquat Of Western Xentuciry. An auction floor is to be opened
at Paducah, replete with conventional auctioneers and Government inspectors.
If the shades of Night Riders are abroad, they will find it all comes from
acreage allotments observed with more
respect than they were ever able to inculcate by means of hoe and lash.
This infiltration of the Black Patch has

been going on since the foreign market
for dark-fired tobacco broke down. Snuff
factories couldn't consume the output and
the pleasantly fragrant dark leaf is scalething for a stranger to try on his taste
buds at his peril. But it is safe conjecture
that old-timers in the Black Patch still
raise a few plants for their own use; they
couldn't tell a pipeful of burley from alfalfa. (Louisville Times)
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SEALS RIBBONS

CHRISTMAS CARDS

HATS
Through dirrP--Marathons• have always kept in tune
with the hest in hat styling. There's sivisfaction in fur
felts of such good quality that they respond to reshaping
at a single touch. You'll always be loyal to a Marathon!
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Gift Of Chemical Lab
Made To Univ. Of Ky.
Russell Penkiis of Bullitt
The chemical laboratory equipcounty piped water to his house, ment of the Ohio River Ordnance
barn,
milk house and dairy
Works at Henderson, Ky., refollowing the installation of an cently donated to the University
electric pump in a recently of Kentucky, has been transporBy J. F. Graham
walled spring.
ted to the state institution under
Hickman the direction of Dr. Lyle R.
in
Homemakers
res on farms, farm acrecounty have made 1,925 articles Dawson, head of the Universpecified classes of livestock
feed bags, in addition to sity's chemistry department, who
from
ted,
harves
crops
specified
or remodeling 1,627 gar- went to Henderson to arrange
making
tly released by the Bureau
ments and cleaning 77 sewing for its transportation.
ensus, reveal the trend of
machines..
ulture in Caldwell county,
Eight farmers in Wayne county
The 4-H Club counciiTnJdm
reflect progress in livestock,
have cooperatively bought 618 son county and the Flat Gap
production,
blackface Montana lambs.
tock product
School have purchased jointly
-wain as • cover crop, feed
Solon Chinn of Ohio county a 16-millimeter projector, microof
per
yields
and
$26
,
of
harvest
realized an income
for
phone and turntable, '
ewe from his lambs and wool,
that
pasture
following a program of
e census figures show
rotation and drenching.
are 1456 farms in the counApproximately 30,0000 acres
1944, against 1575 in 1939,
of rye and vetch mixture have
the average size farm inbeen seeded this fall in Logaa
ing from 118.5 acres to 127.8
county.
By using labor saving methods
ttle and calves jump from SHORT AND KIMMEL HEAR GEN. MARSHALL TESTIFY—Maj. Gen. Walter B. Short (No. 1),
Arr-rik
Mcto 12,912, hogs and pigs army commander in Hawaiian area when Japs struck, and Adm. Husband Kimmel, (No. 2) naval in cutting tobacco, Denton
7,078 to 10,996, sheep are commander at Pearl Harbor on Dec. 7, 1941, listen as Gen. George C. Marshall, (No. 3), former Pherson of Monroe county cut
the usual
tly less, cows milked in- army chief of staff and now envoy to China, testifies before Senate-House Pearl Harbor invest- his tobacco with half
labor and time.
from 4,401 to 5,177, milk igating
Ai Washington. (AP Wirephoto)
tee
commit
On a test acre, R. M. Hagen of
as whole milk increased apW. G. Spickard Serves
Daviess county produced 132
smately 80,000 pounds, butOn USS St. Louis
bushels of hybrid corn.
fat sales increased 110,785
W. G. Spickard,
Eugene Shuffett of Green
ds. hens kept increased,26,n Road, served on county told three• yearling regisDawso
USN,
eggs produced increased
those
News representing lives, hopes, dreams and ambitions of
USS St. Louis when she tered hereford heifers for $525
11 dozen, chickens raised in. who made up the populace of Princeton and Caldwell county almost the
Twicea visit to Kiirun, Formosa. from cows which he bought for
of
made
files
ed
yellow
in
the
but
32,676.
40 years ago recorded nowhere
years will be published as a regular Leader
$100 each in 1940.
rn harvested increased fr,..m A-Week Leader of those
rs,
reporte
ton
Gerard Kevil, Mrs. McDaniels, F. G. Marquette of Pendleton
feature. The articles are reproduced just as the Prince
1 acres to 30,140 acres, with shortly after the turn of the century, wrote them.
Miss Susie Stevens, Mrs. John county sold 166 lambs and 870
today
1 increase of 301,778 bushPrinceton, Ky. July 16, 1929. mother are expected here
H. Stevens, Miss Frances Ogil- pounds of wool from 116 wesan
acre
yield
e
averag
The
Miss Mary Weaver - Dyer, of San and will be guests at the home vie, Miss Mattie Grace Taylor, tern ewes for an average infrom 17.6 bushels to 24.6 Pedro, Calif., formerly one of
of Mrs. Charles Gaddie at their Mr. George Robertson, Mr. come of $22.22 per ewe.
is. The acres of oats were this city's brightest and most
George Eldred, Mr. Lowery
home on Washington street.
Soybeans have become an
Bar.
small with no change
popular young ladies, is now
Caldwell, Mr. George Stevens important
McLean
in
crop
acreage increased from 139 on a visit to her parents, Mr.
Bell.
Princeton, Ky. August 13, and Mr. Faulkner
county, where farmers this year
6, wheat from 784 to 2,625, and Mrs. George Dyer, of MadiCOLOR CARTOON
harvested 10,000 acres.
1929. Charles McGough has gone
from nothing to 157.
sonville. Miss Dyer and her to Detroit for a short visit. On
Princeton, Ky. Sept. 3, 1929.
SPORTS REEL
of
acre
an
yield
average
e
of
he will leave for Donald Rose McDonald, son
Commissioner's Sale
mall grains increased from livestock and poultry against his return
13 - SERIAL
ld,
No.
McDona
T.
J.
Mrs.
and
of law, possibly at Mr.
STATE OF KENTUCKY,
bushels to 17.6 bushels. Hay $54,560 in 1939. The amount the study
:
who has been here during the
COURT
IT
CIRCU
Tenn.
WELL
n,
CALD
Lebano
than
greater
ge increased from 15,609 to spent for feed is
summer will leave tomorrow
H. P. Blackburn and Lucy May
but the yield dropped cash sales of feed crops which
Purdue University, Lafayet- Blackburn, his wife, Plaintiff
for
1929.
19,
July
Ky.
ton,
1 3 ton an acre to .9 ton places us as a deficit feed coun- it Prince
his
s
he resume
Miss Mary Wilson entertained te, Ind. where
well county had the poor- ty.
ering
group of friends at studies in the Civil Engine
ful
delight
a
toward
ely
e
is
definit
pastur
trend
and
The
hay
'soon for
street Dept. While here this summer,
Main
West
on
home
her
ck
livesto
and
ck
s
livesto
44 of any year for perhap greater
g in honor Donald held a position at the
In EQUITY
product production and to high- Wednesday evenin
ars).
of St. Farmers National Bank, as he
Kevil,
Gerard
Mrs.
of
as
is
By virtue of a judgment of
acco acreage dropped from er yields of crops, which
s.
previou
Louis, Mo., Mrs. Guy Stevens, did the year
the Caldwell Circuit Court rento 1157. The average yield it should be.
Mrs.
and
dered the above entitled cause
Our attention should be given Blackfoot, Idaho,
hacco an acre increased
15,
Princeton, Ky. November
Cherry, a recent bride.
B.
Hugh
result
r Term, 1945, the
will
which
.
es
pounds
practic
1241
to
to
855 pounds
Misses Sallie at the Octobe
, the pastime of the 1929. A latter from
undersigned will on 3rd Monproximately 600 acres were in greater production per acre, Bridge
the
brings
Wylie
Maggie
and
a
g, was followed by
of December,
each year for vegetables rather than to means of ex- evenin
very pleas- day, the 17th Day
luncheon. Those who en- news that they are
being County Court day,
1945,
ome use but the value in- panding acres of row crops. dainty
Lauder
Pt.
in
shed
this pleasure was Mrs. antly establi
between the hours of 10 a.m., and
from $40,158 to $86,272. Small grains should be greatly joyed
'la. for the winter.
B. Ratliff, Mr. and Mrs.
3 p.m., at the Courthouse door
•-• of vegetables, including expanded for feed and cover R.
Stegar Dollar, Mr. and Mrs. Carl
rust in Princeton, Ky., proceed to
for sale itreased from crops. Our county is best suited
remove
will
juice
Tomato
LinFrank
Mrs.
highfor a grass economy. Emphasis Sparks, Dr. and
71.
from wash ma- expose to public sale to the
ck ton, Mr. and Mrs. Guy Stevens, and fruit stains
the following properbidder
est
e report shows that in 1944 should be placed on livesto
terials.
Mr. and Mrs. Hugh Cherry, Mrs.
ty:
' was spent for feed for of the grazing type.
A certain tract, piece or parcel
of land lying and being in Caldwell County, Ky., and is bounded as follows: to-wit: Beginning
at three white oaks, corner to
Mrs. Moore land, with same S.
88 E. 77 poles to a stone at the
corner of a field with oak, hickory and persimmon pointers, S.
2 E. 24 poles 3 links to a
/
351
stone, hickory pointer, N. 1 E.
2
/
2 p6les to a stone, N. 91
/
1051
2 poles to a stone in orig/
E. 331
inal line, thence N. 36 W. 77-2/3
poles to Gum corner, thence S.
2 poles to a stone near
/
53 W. 841
L. L. Harper's gate, thence S.
48 E. 22 poles to a stone with
2 W. 21 poles
/
gum point S. 141
2 E. 20 poles
/
to a stone, S. 761
to a stone in center of road, S.
2 poles to the begin1
8 W. 102/
ning, containing 100 acres, more
or less, and is the same land
conveyed to Maggie E. Blackburn by T. 0. Jones and wife,
by deed dated September 19,
1917, and recorded in Deed Book
42, Page 342, Caldwell County
Court Clerk's Office.
This sale is being made for
the purpose- of division among
heirs and pay debts.
The purchaser will be required to give bond with good personal security for the payment
of the purchase money, payable
tb the Master Commissioner,
bearing 6 percent interest from
date until paid, having the effect of a Judgment or Replevin
bond, on which execution may
issue at maturity, with a lien
reserved for the payment thereof. Said sale will be made on
a credit of six months.
Attorney C. A. Pepper.
Princeton, Ky., Novembe,-, 1945
Amy Frahces Littlepage,
Master Commissioner C.C.C.
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News From The Past

SPENCER ‘\.\
TRACY
as lieutenant Colossi
;owes H. Doolittle

Vas Johnson
Pityllit Thaxt
Rabid
Walker

PLEASE NOTE THE SHOW SCHEDULE
FOR THIS ATTRACTION
2:30 P.M.
BOX OFFICE OPENS
2:45 P.M.
PROLOGUE OF SHORTS
3:15 P.M.
FEATURE STARTS

taunt of her smile
out of his mind...
AND ONLY MURDER
COULD GET HER
OUT OF HIS LIFE
FOREVER!

with

Cabot
Charles Bickford • Anne Revere • Bruce:
Kilbride •=Pi
John Carradine ••Percg
and Kermit GoeTI
Bong-111evrIr be David Rabin
the Novel by Mut,Holland

House Coats
1 54 Gauge Hose
I Panties

4 Dresses
T4 Bed Jackets

I Slips

I Pajamas

U you nood cash to put
your car in good shape for
cold woather driving, phon•
W.
or ass us about a loan.both
advance, money to
or
this
for
man and vromon
any *thew us•tul purpose.
Prompt atm.-feta

Finance Corp. of Ky.
George A. Pottinger, Mgr.
Prineeton, Kentucky

Added!...
"CARMEN'S VERANDA"
A Cartoon In Color
PARAMOUNT NEWS

Thursda , December 13, 19
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Oldest Xmas Card

at the home of Mrs. Boyd Satterfield. The program also included
a discussion on Honduras, Guatemala and El Salvador, and games
Homemakers' Schedule
led by Mrs. Glycon Gresham.
Eddyville Road, 10:30 a.m., Fri- Plans were made for a Christmas
day, December 14, Mrs. J. W. party to be held December 27,
Hollingsworth and Mrs. Alvin at Mrs. S. J. Satterfield's home.
Lisanby, hostesses.
The hostess served refreshHopkinsville Road, 6:00 p.m., ments to the following members
Friday, December 14, Mrs. W. 0. and guests: Mesdames 0. M.
Towery, hostess.
Leftwich, Paul Dorroh, Cook
Cobb, 1:30 p.m., Monday, Dec- Oliver, Wylie Brown, W. H. Tanember 17, Mrs. D. D. Rogers, dy, D. W. Satterfield, Glycon
hostess.
Gresham, S. J. Satterfield, MarOtter Pond, 10:30 a.m., Tues- tin Oliver, Charles Lester, and
day, December 18, Mrs. Ferd
0. B. Satterfield.
Wadlington, hostess.
• • •
ay,
Wednesd
a.m.,
10:30
Crider,
SpickP.
W.
December 19, Mrs.
Bethany
ard, hostess.
Bethany Homemakers met at
Friendship, 10:30 a.m., Thurs- the home of Mrs. Clarence Nicday, December 20, Mrs. Charles hols Friday afternoon. The chairBrockmeyer, Jr., hostess at the man, Mrs. Dewey Jenkins, had
home of Mrs. Leon Cummins.
charge of the program. MesBethany, 1:30 p.m., Friday dames Leo Coleman, Dewey JenEasley,
December 20, Mrs. Fred
kins, Elmer Jenkins, E. L.
hostess.
Champ Oates, and ClarStrong,
• • •
ence Nichols were members present.
Eddy Creek
A lesson in pattern alteration
A lesson in pattern fitting was
Coleman,
given by Mrs. Cook Oliver and was given by Mrs. Leo
Jenkins.
Mrs. D. W. Satterfield at the reg- assisted by Mrs. Elmer•
gave a reular meeting of Eddy Creek Mrs. Clarence Nichols
r and read
Homemakers Thursday afternoon port on El Salvado

Homemakers News

At The Churches

Immediate possession. Priced for immediate
sale.

$3,250
No. 2 — 4-room house near shirt factory;
city lights and water; newly papered; good repair. Priced —

$2,250
* *
Alvin Lisanby
•

•

SEE OR CALL

phones — 67 and 167

(AP Nowsfeatures)

the thought for the day, "Danish
Harvest Song". Plans for the
Christmas meeting were made.
After group games led by Mrs.
Nichols the club adjourned to
meet December 21 with Mrs.
Fred Easley.

No. 1 -- 4-room house; full size basement;
city lights and water; garage; other out-buildings all in good repair; large lot; good garden.
Located near Princetpn Hospital; black-top road.

-

artists.
The Prang cards of 60 and 70
ed and sometimes scented, so
frost"An 1842 design by W. M. years ago were fringed and
scented, s o
Egley, Jr., of London, now holds ed and sometimes
use
the record," said the 67-year-old that lucky recipients could
dean of American card designers. them as sachers.
Christmas cards suffered an ar"ft was discovered in the British
died.
Museum just before World War tistic decline when he
II. Up to then J. C. Horseley's Chase recalled, and were brought
two
card, • puublished in 1846, was back in the early 1900's by
other Bostonians, Alfred Bartsupposed to be the first."
An executive of Rust Craft lett and A. M. Davis.
Bartlett's designers
Publishers, where his office walls
Among
bulge with enlarged replicas of were such great artists in type
old Christmas cards, Chase disdesign as Fred Goudy, Bruce
played the treasured find for
Rogers and W. A. Dwiggins. Poet
$150.
which he paid
Edwin Markham and Henry Van
Sketched by Forbes and lithowrote Christmas greetings
Dyke
graphed by R. H. Pease, Albany,
Davis.
for
the little rosy-tinted card has
k publisher who lived to see
five panels of festive scenes.
tremendous growth of the
toe
New
and
as
Christm
Beneath
born greeting card inBostonfor
lines
are
Year's greetings
colleague,
Chase's
is
dustry
recithe names of sender and
who
Craft,
Rust
of
Rust
Fred
pient. Across the top is a head
from Kansas in
of Santa Claus and the words: came to Boston
"Pease's great variety store in 1908.
In the intervals of tracking
the Temple of Fancy."
old Christmas card designs,
down
colall
A good detective like
found time to write an
lectors, Chase tracked down Pease Chase
book on the subject,
to 1839, at which time the Al- uthoritative
Greeting
of
Romance
bany directory listed him as an "The
Cards."
sure
not
still
is
but
engraver,
By Mary E. Prim

GUERRILLA LEADER EN ROUTE HOME—Col. Russell W.
Volckemann (above), who led guerrilla forces in the Philippines
during Japanese occupation and finally directed forces of 20,000
men, stops in Hamilton Field, Calif., en route to his Clinton, Ia.,
home. (AP Wirephoto)

Two Homes
FOR SALE!

•

maCook cauliflower quickly
Iron with the thread of
terial whenever possible. Clothes preserve the flavor. Use as
will look smoother and flat covered kettle and place
vegetable in boiling water.
piecies will tome out even.

For Sale!
•

A REAL BUY —
One 7-room dwolling; stoker; and all mod.
ern conveniences; 2 blocks from churches; 3
blocks from school; located on N. Seminary St,

$5,750

C.A. Woodall
Insurance and Real Estate

Place Your
Order Now ...

, publisher
Boston—Ernest Dudley Chase, greetng card designer
earliest Christmas
and collector for 40 years, found the world's
card—maybe.

Camp Campbell Is
To Be Maintained

an
in
APP

Gregory Says Peacetime
Training Will Be
Carried On There

Ammonium
Nitrate

Representative Noble J. Gregory told the Associated Press at
THE -CENTRA1,
Washington this week he has
PRESBYTERIAN CHURCH
been informed "unofficially"
Donal Wihnoth, Minister
that Camp Campbell, located on
Church School 9:45 a.m.
t h e Kentucky-Tennessee line
Morning Worship 10:45 an.
Topic: 'Vie Messiah Coneth
south of Hopkinsville, will beEvening Wofship 7:00
come a permanent army instalWhite Christmas Program
lation and be used in training
from
the nation's peacetime soldiers.
Published in Albany, N. Y., it will take the honor away
BLUE SPRINGS BAPTIST
The reprbsentative said he has England, if he can verify the date, believed to be in 1839.
,Rev. John T. Cunningham will not learned whether the camp
He is frankly critical of many
preach at the Blue Springs Bap- will be retained in its present when the "Temple of Fancy" was
his own innovations. The
at
.
of
tist Church Sunday morning
size, and said exact size of the founded
"If only, he'd put the date on," large poster Christmas greetings
11 o'clock.
fort will not be decided until
Connoissuer sighed
which he published 30 years ago,
after military leaders agree up- the card
I'm quite sure it's
"But
adding:
IAL
OGDEN MEMOR
on size of the army to be redubbed "a flat failure."
he
the earliest American ChristMETHODIST CHURCH
tained in peacetime.
first phonograph record,
His
card."
mas
J. Lester McGee, Minister.
CO* Campbell now includes
Louis
late
the
the Christmas market in
s
on
put
consider
Chase
Church School 1):45 a.m. Har- 110,000 acres in the two states,
bankrupted
a Bostonian, "the 1915, "practically
also
Prang,
Supt.
ry Long,
but it is considered possible
card me," he said, "but record colgreeting
greatest
world's
a.m.
10:55
Morning Worship
some of this vast acreage may
me for
lectors still pester
publisher.
Sermon subject:_ "The Mark dI be returned to farming.
Prang, in business in nearby copies."
the Beast—Modern Version".
The camp, which has a capaRoxbury from 1874 until 1890,
Youth Fellowship 6 p.m.
city of approximately 65,000 men,
was, Chase said, "a genius in his
Serp.m.
7
• Evening Worship
is only about a third full at
way. He printed Christmas
own
mon subject: 'Locked in or present. ,
in 24 colors. We do well
cards
Locked Out—Which is Worse?"
Among' facilities believed cer- nowaday to use five or six."
night.
Monday
meets
II
the
Circle
tain to be retained are
England, oddly enough, was
Mid-week prayer service Wed. camp's $10,0004410 hospital. The
Prang's first market and he was
7 p.m.
big hospital' iebriek.
as successful there as in this
Youth Christmas party at the
country. His custom of offering
i•
parsonage on Friday evening..
Subscribe to The Leader!
annual prizes of $2,000 and $1,000
15-24th.
arch
Revival date—M
for designs attracted famous
7:00 Evening Worship
FIRST BAPTIST -CHURCH
If lack of sugar is shadowing
CUMBERLAND
H. G. M. Hatler, Pastor
your enjoyment of fresh grapePRESBYTERIAN
9:45 a.m. 'Sunday School
fruit, what about drizzling corn
Rev. Lewis Burroughs, Mc11:50 a.m. Marning Service
syrup over the top of your
at
preach
Kepzie, Tenn., will
8:45 p.m. Training Union
halves? Top the golthe Cumberland Presbyterian grapefruit
7:30 Evening Warship
and den citrus fruit with a dab of
Church on the second
jam—currant, grape and
fourth Sundays until a regular jelly or
FIRST CHRISTIAN CHURCH
well. Ever try maple
go
apricot
was
it
,
supplied
be
pastor can
Chas. P. Brooks, Pastor
on a grapefruit
spread
syrup
L.
D.
by
announced Tuesday
9:45 Bible School
breakfast?
for
half
Wilson.
1.00

tru
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Supply is limited — "First Come - First Served'

Mitchell Implement
Company
Phone 242

Radio
Batteries!

We have a large Stock of Philco and EverReady, A and B Power Packs.

BACK HOME --- TO SERVE YOU
I am Reopening My Shop With a Complete
Refrigeration and Electric Service
Offering a Full Line of Commercial Refrigeration and Air Condi honing Equipment, Store Fixtures, Deep Freeze and Locker
System Household Appliances, both Gas and Electric; Bottle Gas.
For Rural Homes and Farms:
Farm Lighting Equipment and Water Systems,
Hay Curing Equipment, Wiring Systems.

.
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Hamb

LARGE SIZE - - - $5.95
SMALL SIZE - - $3.00

MITCHELL IMPLEMENT CO.
Phone 242

.. The Christmas watchword is "Shop CayceYost early and first"... because smart' women
know that eiiyce:Yoirhas the finest men's
wear available.

Sweaters - Sport Shirts - Handkerchiefs
Neckwear - Socks - Billfolds
•

Robes - Sleeveless Sweaters - Scarves
Topcoats - Leisure Jackets

CAYCE-YOST CO.
FINE MEN'S WEAR

Phone 707
213 N. Harrison

904 SOUTH MAIN
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HOPKINSVILLE

Princeton Leader
Princeton, Kv
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n's Club

B. & P. W. Club To Meet
At Library Tonight

Woman's
embers of the
Friday
The Business and Professional
were entertained
home of Mrs. Women's Club will hold its rethe
at
t
Hopkinsville gular monthly meeting at the
as McConnell,
their annual Christ- George Coon Library Thursday
t, with
party. Mrs. Harold Wilson, night, Dec. 13, at 8 o'clock, it
over the was announced by Mrs. Lois
dent, presided
Mn. Pettit. Another feature of the
and
eta session,
was at the secre- program will be selections by
Jones
Id
the Butler High Girls' trio under
's desk.
play- direction of Miss Martha Schultz.
es and contests were
plate was serand a salad
the
This is the time to turn to
as refreshments, using
window squash. There is conistmas motif.
Messiderable food value in winter
embers present were
Cat- squash, more so than the sumes M. H. Blythe, S. 0.
Hugh S. Skees, R. D. mer varieties. Its most imporHarold tant contribution to the diet is
er, Harold Jones,
Wylie, vitamin A. It ranks with carrots
n, J. it. Catlett, F. K.
Hopper, 0.M. Schultz, J. and corn on the list of vegetinegaugh, Jr., Robert Pars- tables that are rich in this food
constituent..
Jr. and the hostess.

istrnas Party For
istian Builders

Christmas Builders' Class
e Ogden Methodist Church
t by Mrs. F. K. Wylie,
nained with their annual
istmas party Tuesday night,
11, in the ladies' parlor of
church. The room was deted with pine and candles
centered with a lighted
which
tree, from
exchanged gifts.
Mrs C H. Jaggers and Mrs.
n Hubbard gave readings
-ng the social hour.
proximately 35 members
served refreshments of
it cake, topped with whipcream and nuts.
o keep ivy from shrivelling
n you are away from home
g a cloth out of water and
p one end of it around the
and place the other end in
wl of water.

Central Presbyterian
Church will have a Bazaar and Rummage Sale
at the Church Annex.
•

Sat., Dec. 15 and
Mon., Dec. 17

• MADEMOISELLE
• SEVENTEEN
• VOGUE
• CHARM
• PHOTOPLAY
• JUNIOR BAZAAR
• GLAMOUR

Yes, out of your favorite
rmagozln• into your junior heart
...super -smooth Carole Kings...
gay, winning, accented for
man-appeal. Dress for the men
in your life in these eye-catching,
fun-loving originals.
•

Goldnamer's

Mr. and Mrs. C. C. Beesley For the calorie-conscious, cauliEvansville Sunday flower presents no problem. The
were in
visiting their son, Carl, Mrs. calorie value of a cup of cauliBeesley and son, Carl III. Mr,. flower is only 30, the same as
Mr. and Mrs. William LawBeesley remained for several that of four medium raw carrots.
rence Winters, Kuttawa, Route
days' stay.
2, on the birth of a son, Thomas
Despite wartime driving re1- Misses Dotty Deen and Joanne
Cash, Dec. 10.
children
school
2,050
strictions,
week-end
last
spent
• • •
Pickering
in Louisville with Mrs. Marian- were killed in motor vehicle acand Mrs. James Coleman,
Mr.
na Wright. They also attended cidents in 1944.
Route 2, on the birth of a dauthe dance at K. M. I., Lyndon,
their home with ghter, Joyce Ann, Dec. 5.
making
after
while there.
her parents, Mr. and Mrs. C. S.
Mr. and Mrs. Iley McGough Collier the last year. Mr. Wahlfood
maximum
To retain
Monand Miss Lola Wind spent
feld, who is in the Army, sta- value, cook sweet patatoes in
day in Paducah.
tioned in England, is expected their jackets. The best way to
Misses Georgia Dalton and home soon.
preserve vitamins and minerals
Mary Gray spent last week-end
Miss Margaret Terry Davis, is to boil the potatoes in their
in Evansville as guests of Miss student at Christian College, skins. Baking is next best.
Gladys McCoy.
Columbia, Mo., will arrive today
The clever hostess makes the
Miss Martha gchultz spent to spend the Christmas holidays
last week-end at her home in with her mother, Mrs. Bernice most of the eye-appeal of foods
McCaslin Davis, and other rela- she serves. Serve caluflower for
Hartford.
unique table decoration.
`—Cadet Larry Pedley, K. M. I., tives.
Lyndon, will arrive Saturday
to spend the Christmas holidays
with his parents, Mr. and Mrs.
G. M. Pedley, Locust street.
chilwomen, many leading
Mrs. Lillie F. Murphy has re"BRING BACK DADDY," GI WIVES ASH GOVERNOR — Nearly 100
Edward J. Thye turned from Jackson, Tenn.,
dren, marched in sub-zero cold to the Minnesota capital, St. Paul, to ask Gov.
-bearing group where she was called on account
to use his influence to speed discharge of family men from military service. Placard
of the serious illness of her
is shown mounting the steps. (AP Wirephoto)
brother, George Francis.
Mrs. Bland Newman, Paducah,
was a visitor here last week-end.
Dr. and Mrs. F. T. Linton
Mr. and Mrs. Melvin Fralick his parentz, Mr. and Mrs. J. A. were visitors in Jackson, Miss.,
and Mr. and Mrs. Owen Dunbar Bryant, Stone street. He recently last week.
Howard McGough, Stanford, is
spent last Thursday in Evans- left for Conway, S. C., to join
his wife and baby.
visiting his grandparents, Mr.
ville.
Mrs. Duke Davenport and Mrs. J. W. McGough, uncle,
Mr. William H. Loftus is im- 'Mr. and
visitors in Louisville last Iley McGough, and other relaproving slowly at the Illinois were
and Friday.
tives.
Central Hospital in Chicago, fol- Thursday
By Betty Clarke
Be sure to tuck a
Mrs. Arnold Wahlfeld and litDique Eldred and Miss
Mrs.
operation.
major
a
lowing
AP Newafeaturee Beauty Editor
Victory Bond in your
will leave for
Mesdames Henry Hale and Mary Wilson Eldred spent Wed- tle son, Bobby,
Ill. Sunday,
gift package.
Peoria,
in
home
their
Nashville.
in
Thursnesday
last
spent
Dique Eldred
day in Paducah.
Miss Suzanne Sparks will arrive Saturday from Ward-BelSoft, furry
mont College, Nashville, to
scuff. Open toe.
spend the Christmas holidays
/
Leather sole.
with her parents, Mr. and Mrs.
W. C. Sparks, Eddyville Read.
Lieut. Comdr. John Earl Sims
and Mrs. Sims were visitors in
t
Hopkinsville 'Monday.
Mesdames Henry Hale, J. S.
Williams and Jim Shrewsbury
were visitors in Hopkinsville
Mynday.
/Miss Margaret Ann, Cartwright, Hopkinsville street, is
Leather bootie.
spending several days this week
Dove soft fleece
in Louisville as guest of Mr.
lining and deep
Salts for a winter bath of and Mrs. Buck Sitz.
cuff.
April violets.
Mr. and Mrs. George Eldred
Hopkinsspent last Thursday in
ville.
Lamb's wool lined
I, Miss Nancy Hearne will arrive
and cuffed stepwool lined' and
Saturday from Ward-Belmont, Kitten soft
in. Pom, porn trim.
Nashville, to spend the Christ- cuffed moccasins.
mas holidays with her mother:
Wonderful, comMrs. G. G. Harralson and Judge
fortable slippers
Harrelson, Eddyville Road.
slipper
rabit
Bunny
.Cedet W. C. Sparks, Jr., K.
to keep tired
in soft, warm fur.
Lyndon, will arrive Fritoes warm and
$2.50
to
$1.50
day to spend the Christmas
cozy on cold
Festive cologne, holly berry holidays with his parents, Mr.
winter nights.
fragrance.
and Mrs. W. C. Sparks, Eddyville Road.
Mr. and Mrs. J. R. McCarty
Soft sole leather
will leave Saturday for Paris
step-in. Plaid lining. and Mt. Sterling where they
the
through
relatives
visit
will
Christmas holidays.
NUarles Alvin Lisanby, student at Harris Art School,
Nashville, will arrive this weekend to spend the Christmas
holic:ays with his parents, Mr.
and Mrs. Alvin Lisanby, EddyVille Road.
N Cadet Jimmie Lisanby will
arrive today from Columbia
Military Academy, Columbia,
Leatherette nail kit with
Tenn., to spend the Christmas
holidays with his parents, Mr.
quers and creams.
and Mrs. Alvin Lisanby, Eddyville Road.
Earl Bryant, who was recently
discharged from the Army at
Ft. Knox, has been visiting

The Leader
Congratulate

Pertume, cologne, lipstick for
Judy 'n Jill.

wig be at their store all
day today (Thursday) for
a showing of Spring Merchandise.
Make your sefection while
stocks are complete.

Lipstick wardrobe, to match
_
complexion.

Dainty stencil'd perfs add a touch of gaiety
to a soft black calf ster-in.-..and a romantic scalloped sandal (also medium heel) of
block or brown suede.

"Fine Sheea—FRted By X-Ray"

THE PRINCETON LEADER, PRINCETON, KENTUCKY
NOTICE OF SALE
In The District Court Of
The United States For
The Western District Of
Kentucky, Paducah Division, Civil Action No. 241
Paul J. Bertelsen, Plaintiff,
vs.
W. H. Crider and
Johnnie Mae Crider, et at.,
Defendants.

Three Farmers Have
Ton Litters Of Pigs

cent per annum from the 7th
day of May, 1945, to the date
of the sale, and the cost of this
action. Said sale will be made
for cash in hand.
The property herein described
will be sold separately as to
each tract, and then as a whole,
and the bid or bids producing
the most money will be accepted.
Witness my hand this the 16th
day of November, 1945.
THOMAS C. COCHRAN,
Special Commissioner,
United States District Court.

More than a ton of pork per
litter of pigs was made by three
Simpson county farmers who
entered the state ton-litter contest, according to Farm Agent
Woodrow Coots,
Paul Gomer used the sanitation plan to raise a litter of
nine Poland China hogs to 2,115
pounds, and say's he has never
had hogs gain as rapidly.
Robert W. Ringo raised a litter of 12 Poland-China's totaling 2,556 pounds, 10 of them
having weighed at 177 days and
two at 180 days.
John Maxey Brizendine had
an O.I.C. Poland-China crossbred litter of 10 pigs which
weighed 2,250 pounds in 170
days.

The Labrador duck
was
known to science in
1788,
the last reported
member of
tribe was killed by a
hunter
1875.

THIES
TURIS
AUTO PARTS
BATTIRIIS
PAINTS

By virtue of a judgment and
order of sale rendered by the
United States District Court for
General Dwight D. Eisenhower
the Western District of Kentucwas one of seven brothers.
ky, on the 7th day of May, 1945,
in the above cause, I will proceed to offer\ for sale at the
Courthouse Door in Princeton,
Kentucky, to the highest and
best bidder at public auction, on 4-H FOOD TREPANATION WINNERS-These six national 4-11 food preparation winners whip Mexico, Kentucky, Post Office
Monday, the 17th day of Decem- up a delicacy or six, at the national congress; in Chicago, Ill. (1. to r.) Jan Nelson, 17,
Bloom- on which property is owned by ATOMIC EXPERT DECLINES
ber, 1945, between the hours of ington, Ind.; Virginia A. Chesbrough, 21, Henning, Minn.; Raeoille Parker, 19,
Columbus, Ga.; Ford Hunter, and bognded as ESTIMATE - J. R. Oppen10:09 A. M. and 12:00 Noon, (be- Rosie L. Garrett, 18, Weleetka, 'Okla.; Cora J. Van Dyke, 19, Helena, Mont,,
and Lois Keller, follows: Beginning at a stone heimer (above), nuclear sciening Caldwell County Court Day) 18, Middletown, Md. (AP Wirephoto)
corner to J. E. Brasher, thence tist,- appearing before the Senthe following described lands and
South with the Dycusburg Road ate atomic energy committee
west
50
poles
and
three
feet
to
ginning
at
a
stake
on .the west said exception being as follows: 100 feet, thence East 100 feet to
premises, to-wit:
in Washington, declines to esELK BRAND work gam*
north 141
/
2 east side of the Princeton-FarmersBeginning at a stake on the a stake; then
A certain tract of land lying I. C. R. R. Right of Way, thence
timate in public, the damage
west bank of Donaldson Creek, 115 poles to a stake ind)odds- vine Road 31 poles from a triple and being in Caldwell County, North with said R. R. right of
will carry the same high quali
that one of,the atomic bombs
above and near the spring, thence Calvert line; thence with same dogwood and white oak, corner Kentucky, and being a portion way 100 fePt to J. E. Brasher's
would inflict upon a fleet of
to original survey; thence north of the same tract of land con- Brasher's line
South 87 west 22 poles to a north 83 east
material and workmanship
to the beginning,
751
/
2 poles to a 34 east 158
poles to a white oak; veyed to E. M. Druminiind by the public road right of way. It ships. (AP Wirephoto)
stake; thence south 78 west 751
/
2 -stump; thence
south
833
/
4
east
pre-war
7
days when you fi .
thence
south
8c
east 79 poles to Princeton Lead & Zinc Company, is further understood that this N. 78 W. 51 poles to a black oak;
poles to a stake: then north '701
/
2 poles and 3
feet with an agreed a stone; thence south 851
/
2 west Inc., by deed bearing date of deed covers the land or lot own- same course continued 211
them again on the shelves .
/
4 poles
line to a stake in fence; thence 142 poles to a stake on the
west 15th day of September, 1925, ed by first parties that lies be- thence N. 72% W. 87% poles to
with the fence south 52.86 east side of said road; thence
your favorite merchant.
with which is duly recorded in Deed tween the public road right of a stone on the south side of the
42-1/5 poles to a fence post; said road on the west side
north Book No. 55, at page 187, in the way on West, and the I. C. R. R. Fredonia road; thence crossing
Pee 4 eseratart of POISON OAK. thence another agreed line with 26 east 6 poles, north 24 west 28 office
of the County Court Clerk right of way on East and Ford same S. 59 W. 15 poles to a
ECZEMA. Prklty Pleat. Reabera. Melte fence south 85.4
At the present time we can
east 101
/
2 poles poles, north 31
/
2 east 8 poles, of Caldwell County, Kentucky. Hunter's lot on South, and lot stone in the original line; thence
lag Skis, CbSeger er Mesquite Mae,
/kelp or Jetty Ilea. Tired Sweaty to center of creek;
thence up north 30 west 41 poles to the See also Affidavit
when ELK BRAND german
say
Fool. A violins. ...tablas lethm. GM
of
Descent,
with
recently
purchased
same
D.
second
by
S.
21
/
2
E.
49 poles to
It maywbere lee •r by Rua. Slott. and with the center of same and beginning, containing 75 acres, B. No. 62,
page 127, and more party from J. E. Brasher on the beginning, containing 381
Laboratorlea Plerenee. Ala.
/
4
with its meanders south 9.4 west more or less.
'wifi be there but we
fully bounded and described as North and no more or less, re- acres, more or less.
hope
10% poles, south 66 east 12 poles,
Beginning at a stake near the follows:
'
won't
gardless
Being
of
be
said
feet
set
the
aout
too
same
parcel
long.
of
land
south 56% west 5 poles, south
spring shown at Letter A on the
Beginning at two points in the bove. Being the same property conveyed to W. H. Crider by W.
33.4 east 141
/
2 poles, south 20.86 plat filed
in the suit of R. A. property line between said party conveyed to W. H. Crider by W. P. Sherrell, a single man, by
west 22.4 poles, south 36,/4 east
Dunn and others in the Caldwell of the first part and Emerson I. Tabor and wife, by deed dat- deed dated 10th day of October,
7 poles, south 311
/
2 west 213
/
4 County Court; thence
north 861
/
2 Williamson, which said property ed May 15, 1934, and recorded 1941, and recorded in Deed Book
poles to a stake in the center of
SHIRT AND OVERALL COMPA
east 57 poles to a hickory sap- line passes through Station 103- in Deed Book 59, page 331, Crit- 71, Page 274, including the right,
creek; thence with the original
I ruserporaton
ling in Coleman's now E. Young's 75, the center line of survey tenden County Court Clerk's Of- title and interest therein of the
channel south /
1
4 west 5-4/5 Mining
HOPKINIVILLIC
•
eerru
Company's line; corner made by the State Highway De- fice.
plaintiff,
Paul
J.
Bertelsen
and
poles; thence south 56 west 4-1/5
to lot No. Two; thence with a partment, the said two points beA
certain
tract
parcel
or
all
of
persons
claiming by, through
poles to a stake in center of road
line of same, north 64 poles to ing intersections of the boundary land in Crittenden County, Ken- or under him, including
Marat one foot from east end of
seven sycamore bushes on the lines of the right of way herein tucky, on the waters of Dry Fork garet N. Bertelsen,
•Each kit contains 3 full cnii
Horace E.
branch; thence south 311
/
4 west branch; thence
ounces of Salon.type solution.
down same north granted with the property line of Livingston Creek, and lying Hildreth, Trustee, Ray
/
4 poles to the beginning, con60 Curlers, 60 end tissues.
Henry,
nes 111
84 west 3 poles, north 69 west first aboVe stipulated in this de- west of Illinois Central Depot at Trustee,
cotton applicator, neutralizer
e. taining 107-1/8 acres, more or
and Midland Minerals
and complete instructions
".
34 poles to the fork of the scription; running thence in a Mexico, Kentucky, and bounded Corporatio
n, and also including
•
less.
sssesvssoss......as./WaI
branch; thence up the other Northerly direction 30 feet from as follows: Beginning at a stone the
right, title and interest of
All -mineral rights in and to
DAWSONS DRUG STORE
branch south 24 west 6 poles, and parallel with the center line on the East side of Public Road,
the defendant, W. H. Crider and
the following tract of land: Besouth 33 east 12 poles, south 341
/
2 of said survey, and on both sides thence one hundred and thirty Johnnie Mae Crider,
or a suffiwest 12 poles, south 7 west 12 thereof, equally' distant 'there- five feet with said road in a
cient amount of the land herein
Although the war is over Uncle Sam
poles, south 151
/
2 east 8 poles, from, in and through the prt- Southern direction to a stone,
described to produce the sum
south 33 west 20 poles, south 4 perty of the party of the first corner to W. I. Tabor, thence
needs
waste greases for many uses. So keep
of Thirty Six Thousand Sevenpoles south 40 west so as to in- part to two ,similarly located East with Tabor'S line to the I.
saving grease, and call in your dead stock
clude the spring 17 poles to the points in the property line be- C. R. R. right of way, thence ty-nine Dollars and Sixty-seven
from functional periodic pain
beginning, and containing 15 tWeen said party of the first part North with said I. C. R. R. right cents ($36,079.67) with interest
Cardui is a liquid medicine which
to the KENTUCKY RENDERING WORKS.
thereon at the rate of six per
acres, more or less.
many women say has brought relict
and Dempsey Dunning, which of way one hundred and ,thirtyfrom the cramp-like agony and nerWe will remove all dead stock promptly and
Beginning at a fence post at said property line passes through five feet to a stones thence West
vous strain of functional periodia
distress. Here's how it may help:
the corner of fence, thence N. Station 118/02 in the center line with R. C. McMaster's line to
Taken like a tonic..
free of charge.
70-9/10 W. 34% poles to a large of said survey, the said two the beginning. Being the same
A, It should stimulate
appetite, aid digeswhite oak in the edge of field points being intersections of the property conveyed to W. H. CriCall collect: Uniontown, Ky. 55 or Morgtion,. thus help build resistance for the "time"
on hill, thence N. 29% W. 17 boundary lines of the right of der by J. E. Brasher and wife,
to come.
anfield, Ky., Phone 239.
poles and 5 feet to a white oak way herein conveyed with the by deed dated May 5, 1934, and
LOOKOS Started 3 days beINTO
fore "your time". M
stump at old road, thence with last•named property line in 'this recorded in Deed Book 59, page
Paducah
Is-wayshould help relieve
Granite
Thanking I you in advance,
help* pain due So purely funoan agreed line this day made S. description as shown by plans on 270, Crittenden County Court
tional periodic imams.
Marble, Stone Co.
833
/
4 E. 7 poles and 3 feet to Is file at the office of the State Clerk's .Office.
Try Cardtd. If it helps, you'll
Also the fee, both surface and
stake in rail fence, thence fol- Highway _Department, Frankfort,
be glad you did.
402 South 3rd Street
mineral, in and to the following
lowing nearly same S. 52.86 E. Kentucky.
'
Paducah, Kentucky
passing another agreed corner to
A certain tract, piece or par- described piece or parcel of land
Phone 799
the tract exchanged for this at cel of land, lying and being in lying and being in Caldwell
333
/
4 poles, in all 42-1/5 poles to Caldwel?Coun,ty, Kentucky, near County, Kentucky, on the watthe beginning.
Fredonia, bounded agd described ers of Sinking Fork of LivingsThe above four tracts being thusly: On the North by the ton Creek, near Fredonia, boundthe same conveyed to W. H. Cri- lands of R. E. Crook and W. P. ed and described as follows: Beder, by deed from Carrie M. Sherrell; on the South' by' the ginning at a buckeye on the FreDrummond, and others, dated lands ot Pratt McNeely and a donia road, corner to C. T. Mc/
December 10, 1942, and recorded lane; on the West by the lands Neely land; thence S. 881
4 E.
/
4 poles to center of a branch
in Deed Book 72, page 419, Cald- of _Livingston Grave Yard; and 1471
well County Court Clerk's Of- on the Et by the lands of R. K. as called for in original deed,
fice.
Croor; containing four acres, black gum and sassafras pointThere is excepted from and more or less. Being the same ers, now down, a stone marking
not included or conveyed by this land conveyed W. H. Crider by their location, thence N. 3 E. 3%
instrument such a right, title or. Senator Mining Company, by poles to a stone ip a sink, white
interest in and to the land con- deed dated 15th day of Decem- oak and black gum pointer, C.
veyed to the Commonwealth of ber 4942, and recorded in Deed T. McNeeley's corner; thence
Kentucky, through its State Book 72,, page 425, Caldwell to a white oak, post oak pointer;
Highway Commission, by Carrie County Court Clerk's Office.
M. Drummond, and others, by
A certain tract or parcel of
deed dated December 2, 1930, and land lying and being
in Crittenrecorded in Deed Book 62, page den County, Kentucky, and
on
497, Caldwell County Court the West side of the
Illinois
Clerk's Office. The description of Central Depot, and East
Please
.the one you like by visiting our store
of the

ELK BRAND

r
How women and girls
rhay get wanted relief

Wm. M. YOUNG
Allis-Chalmers
Dealer
Fredonia, Ky.

NOW MANY CALLS

KENTUCKY MADE THIS YEAR

and seeing our

collection of lovely gifts and making your selection. Inspirations
ilt7164 SO LISA SERGIO...AMERICAN BROADCASTING CO....EVERY

will come by magic for we have a complete
line to show you.

MONDAY.

Remember you can't have too many beautiful underthi
ngs.
on your red points; save
them for occasions when
needed most.

As Telephone Tommy points out,
s did a
whale of a lot of talking from JanuaryKentuckian
through November
of this year. Fact is, more local and long
distance
calls
were made than in any other similar period in
the entire
history of the telephone in Kentucky.
W. wish you could have teen the rush of
these calls
through our telephone exchanges. They
the signal
lights dance across our switchboards withmade
such speed and
Markle as to turn the lijilKS on Broadway green
wathanvy.
You might have felt that with so many calls
being
handled, the telephone folks were making
money because
of the war. The best way for Telephone Tommy
to
prove
the company did not profit by the war is to tell you
this
startling fact. And that is "telephone earnings
in 1945
will be the lowest in the company's history, except
for
the worst of the &prosaism years".
This is because our expenses-wages, taxes, cost of
materials, cost of serviees-in
d at a greater rate
than our revenues.

There are plenty of pointfree foods to provide wellbalanced

lather is so extra rich in lanolin it
hero maintain olt balarici, ban-

ishes signs of dryness, encourages sonny smoothness. 3 cokes for 50c

diets

including

our delicious Creamed
Cottage Cheese, which contains all the tissue-building
proteins of meat.

To please your friends and family, see
our complete line of gifts... lingerie, sweaters, housecoats, sheer rayon hose, gowns,
costume jewelry, hardkerchiefs, Hager and
Roseville pottery....also many other items
that will make attractive gifts.

We have a complete line of Hallmark cards for everyone, as well as

For good health and real
enjoyment, phone 161 for
a tempting, fresh carton
delivered to your door.

Telephone people, however, were glad to be busy
handling Kentucky's cells. They were not concerned
primarily with figures. Instead thee* 3,326 busy Kentuckians were concerned with service- getting your
calls
through and seeing that lines were kept in order. They
knew their job was to serve you well and with
a
pleasant "thank you".

SONTIIII NELL TELEPNONE AND TELEINAPI COMPANY
111 IONPORATIC

CI WIN,wierere eats.IMO
OS ill I.I. Motet *POMP.

"A present with a future"- Buy Victory
Bonds for gifts

KY
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GIVE HIM
HIS FAVORITE
SHOE THIS
°CHRISTMAS

Burley Marketing
Quotas Increased
AMitchell Rowland Home
From South Pacific

New Farms Will Get
Allotments Under 1946
Sales Plan

Ceiling Prices Now In
Effect On Used Lumber
Dollar-and-cents ceiling prices
are now in effect througho
Kentucky for all used and scrap
lumber, the Kentucky district
office Price Administration announces.
The new regulation requires
all persons selling used or scrap
lumber from stock piles to post
ceiling prices set by OPA at
or near the place where the
lumber is being offered for
sale, Robert D. Haun, district
price executive, said.
The order establishes dollarand-cents ceilings for the following items of used lumber.
Boards, dimentions, plank and
small timbers, large timbers,
reclaimed flooring, unreclaimed
flooring, and softwood plywood.
All other items of used lumber
not spetifically included in the
order continue to be priced under provisions of the general
maximum price regulation.

CLASSIFIED ADS

TWO mens leather jackets left
size 46 and 48. Federated
It
Store
FOR SALE — BOY'S deluxe
ltp
bicycle; new. Call 581.
BOYS leather jackets size 10 to
It
16. Federated Store

Other styles by Florsheim, Freeman, Fortune and

The Secretary of Agriculture
Warrent Officer Mitchell Rowhas
awarded marketing quotas
NEW TIRES—Just received a
land has returned from oversupply of Firestone Tires. J.
sea duty in the South Pacific area on Burley tobacco for 1948-47,
D. Hodge, Princeton Auto
and is on leave visiting his wife, which will result in small acreage
2t
Sales. Phone 87.
the former Charlotte Jones, and increases, as compared with the
current
year.
their two children.
LADIES house coats. Federated
The 1946 Burley acerage alIt
Store
lotment is increased over the
Capt. Gid S. Pool On
1945 allotment of 007,300 acres
NOW equipped to do all kinds
35-Day Leave Here
of welding, fender and body
Capt. Gid Shelby Pool is on in two ways: (1) In the case of
work and painting. Williams
a 35-day leave visiting his wife, old farms, total of individual
It
Garage. Cornick Oil Co.
the former Dorothy Cash, and allotments for a State may be
little son, Gid Shelby, Jr. Cap- Increased by not more than 2
LADIES suits and coats. Federatain Pool has been stationed on percent of the total allotment
It
ted Store
Saipan in the Army Air Corps for all farms in the State in
1940.
Individual
adjustments
from
davenport
PROTECT
your
and will report to San Antonio,
moths for only $2.50 for
Tex. for further assignment at under this provision will apply
only to farms for which local
the end of his leave.
5-year guaranteed protection.
committees find previously esOne spraying of Berlou stops
tablished allotments inequitable.
moth damage for 5 years or
Roland A. Brasher Out
damage.
Roland A. Brasher, GM1c, Fre- (2) In the case of "new farms,"
pays the
The word soldier means "paid
Berlou
donia, Itrufe 4, was atheng Nen- whsela..h.wep-,not produesil Burley man." The. lissLanNie_ra_ were.„...Eidicer's Drug Co.
--tucky men ditcharged from the tobacco for the last 5 years, an mercenaries,bodied' of troops atcoats. Federanaval service at Great Lakes, increase of not more than 2 per- tached to a leader who hired LADIES suits and
It
ted Store.
cent in the national marketing himself and his force to any
III. last week.
quota for Burley tobacco will pcwer that would pay them.
FOR SALE — Christmas trees;
Logan Sizemore, USN, Gets provide for establishment of alwill deliver to your residence
lotments for these "new farms." ginning with the 1946 crop, it
Discharge In Maryland
and install same if desired;
Tobacco
to
be
acreage
procedure
measurements
the
expected
is
Logan Sizemore, Si/c, has
prices reasonable. See Randall
been honorably discharged from requirements were relaxed some- followed, in connection with acreMores or phone 471. Call early
what
during
simithe war years, as age measurements will be
the naval service at Bainbridge,
and make your reservations.
personnel was not available. Be- lar to that used before the war.
Md.
2tp

Parkway.

Two More Caldwell Men
Released By US Navy

Crosby Square
French Toe
Brown or
Black

$3.95 to $10.00

Golda Rushing (n) BMC (t),
Fredonia, Route 4, and Robert
E. Brown, Phmlc, Princeton,
Route 3, were honorably discharged at Great Lakes, Ill, last
week.

Pvt. Harold A. Oliver
Goes Back To Camp

11111111111111111M1111111111111111111111111111011111111MNIMINNIII1

Pvt. Harold A. Oliver has returned to Camp Pickett, Va. after spending a 12-day furlough
with his wife, the former Maggie Lemon, and relatives here.
Private Oliver entered service
May 14, 1945, and received his
basic training at Camp Wolters,
Tex. xe is a son of Mr. and Mrs.
T. S. Oliver; Route 3.

NOW
cal
and
ket

Electrical Contractors

Ottis Cook Discharged
Pfc Ottis Cook, Donivan street,
was among Kentucky enlisted
men honorably discharged from
the Army at Ft. Knox Monday.

3 More Caldwell Men
Discharged At rt. Knox

Small, but so

practical.

Spring type clothes line
27c per doz.
A & B Pack radio batteries
— heavy duty type, 1000hours —

Replaceable cartridge
RI15851
Fan Belt (list $1.10)
70c

For Chev. 37-42 Exch.
Or Ford 32-42
Rebuilt Generator
$8.55

For Ford 32-42 TR9106-11
Battery Cable
66c
For Chev. 25-34, Ford 32-36

As advertised over our National Radio
Program over Station WSM, Nashville, 9:30 to
1040 A.M. fast Sunday morning, -We will gladly
accept all used children's comic and story books
for delivery to the underprivileged children in
the Christmas packages delivered through the
various churches and clubs of the city. Bring us
your children's books and help make a joyous
Christmas for some child less fortunate than
I
yours.

Western Auto
Associate Store
PRINCETON

Insurance And Real Estate

Gift Suggestions

IN FURNITURE

FOR SALE—Third grade tires.
16's, 18's and 19's. Also a lot
of used car parts of different
kinds. Williams' Garage. Corit
nick Oil Co.
Reconnaissance photographs in
color during the war showed the
slight but vital difference between living foliage and the
branches cut for camouflage.
Some scholars have estimated
that about 2,700 languages are
spoken in the world today.
Admiral Chester W. Nimitz
was born in Fredericksburg, Tex

Though our stock is limited this year, we
cordially invite you to come in and make your
Christmas gift selection in furniture from our
store.
We have several remaining items to select
from. Visit our store today!

. Homer Brown
Furniture Dealer and Funeral Director
DAY - 666
NIGHT - 457

Santa Claus Will Soon Be Here!!
wicarson
(Incorporated)

Let the Red Front Stores help you! Stacks and stacks of sweet Florida Oranges by the
dozen, by the bag and by the box, Apples, Nuts, Grapes, Figs, Raisins, Clothes Baskets,
Clothes Hampers, bright colored Shopping Bags, Waste Paper Baskets and thousands of
chairs for the little tots.

SutiTITERN DELICIOUS

FRUIT CAKES, 21
/
2 pound

GAY NINETIES

FRUIT CAKES,

each

$1.49

2 lb. flavored with rum and brandy, packed
in shipping tins

Will Help Distribute
Books To Children
The Western Auto Store will
accept all used children's comic
and story books to be used 'as
gifts to underprivileged children
of the community, it was announced by Joe P. Wilcox, home
owner of the local store. The
books will be distributed in
Christmas
packages
through
various clubs and churches of
the city, he said.

CHRISTMAS TREES!
CHRISTMAS TREES!
CHRISTMAS TREES!
Beautiful Canadian Spruce, all sizes, all shapes, complete with holders
from 49ft up.

ONLY
$7195
Old Santa

Now your General Electric Washer
provides more features—at less mu
— than ever before. Come in and
learn how simple your washing will
be—how beautifully dean, white,
soft, your clothes will be.

FRESH FRUITS AND VEGETABLES
GENTLE
WASHING
ACTION

MODEL
AW-121

has something
special for you
and it's

OUT OF THIS
WORLD

ORANGES!!
ORANGES!I
ORANGES!!
Sweet Florida, by the pound, by the dozen, 1.34(jile.11141, by the box.
Roman Beauty, Red Delicious, Stayman
Winesaps, Golden Delicious,

APPLES,
Pound 12/f
(KID GLOVE ORANGES)
TANGERINES lb. 121
/
2¢ boj4.99
FRESH AND GREEN
NEW CABBAGE,
pound

MILD AND SWEET
SPANISH ONIONS,

Plenty of fresh Baltimore Oysters, Celery, Head Lettuce, fresh Tomatoes, Cucumbers,etc.

watch for further
announcements!

MORE FOR YOUR MONEY ALL THE TIME

•ELECTRIC N140/Ceil4

GENERAL

Home-Owned and Operated by
JOE P. WILCOX

C. A.Woodal

Buy Victory Bonds!

James C. Vessels, SK3C(T),
Crider, has been honorably discharged from the naval service
at Great Lakes, Ill.

Mufflers (list $4.75) $2.65
For Ford 1335. t1229, 63
Fuel Pump (list $2.10) 81.85

212

early

James C, Vessels Out

For Chev. 34-36 Exch.
Oil Filter
88c

"BONE

t h e first

precious; lovely, but so

Cpl. Earl W. Bryant, Stone
street; T-5 Esque Hollowell, N.
Seminary street, and S-Sgt. Anthony Calvert, N. Cave street,
are among Kentucky men discharged at Ft. Knox Sunday.

SAVE up to 50%
Guaranteed
AUTO PARTS
Your car is irreplaceable.)
Don't "let it go" any longer')
Renew! Repair!,NowL
The cost is/
small with
Western Auto '4
parts. Below
are a few ex*
hmples.

$1,200

OPEN—Radio and electriappliance service. Tubes
accessories at 206 W. MarSt. Carl's Radio Service.
2tp

COMBINATION welding (portable type) for building and
repairing machinery. For use,
see Tommie Travis. Kuttawa,
4tp
Ky. Phone 3762.

chiefs ... a gift as full of

Spring.

This is a real nice farm. Also 11
/
2-Acre tract on
Eddyville and Princeton Road; includes
school
building. 3 Mi. from Princeton.

CHILDRENS house coats Federait
ted Store

lace ... handker-

sweet violets of

$7,800

MENS shorts. Federated Store It
BOYS rain coats and cap. FedIt
erated Store

Fragile bits of linen

sentiment as

One, 270-Acre farm near Farmersville.

WILL wash and stretch curtains.
Mrs. Otis Stephens. Wood St.
2tp

Chas. E. Cartwright Due
For Naval Discharge

and

For Sale!

DRESSES just received from
New York. Federated Store It
DOLLS all sizes. Federated
it
Store-

A Lovely Way
To Say
/Waif
eiaistina4

Charles Edward
Cartwright,
son of Mr. and Mrs. Lonnie
Cartwright, Hopkiniville street,
arrived in San Francisco December 5, and was transferred immediately to Seattle, Wash., to
be discharged from the Navy,
in which he served 4 years, recently as chief radar electrician
on the Kula Gulf. He lives in
Stevenson, Wash., where he was
a junior engineer on the Bonnyville Dam. Another son, George,
a graduate of the 1945 class at
Butler High, recently
went
overseas, and is a member of
the USMC.

In 1790, only five percent of cpiatrie
esd of
i2th,50505orpemrcoernet, Inas
e U. S. population lived in
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Curtis E. George,
Other County AAA
Leaders Reelected

Best Steer At
Chicago Brings
$10 A Pound

County Committeemen
Also Chosen In 11 Caldwell Districts In Saturday's Election

All Records Smashed
At Fat Stock Sales;
Owners Get $11,100,
Plus Prize Money

Curtis E. George was re-elect(By Associated Press)
ed chairman of the Caldwell
Chicago — World records for
cattle sales were smashed last
County AAA Committee of three
week at the Chicago Market
members to administer affairs of
Fat Stock Show.
the AAA farm program during
1946.
Blueblood cattle, sheep and
Other members re-elected Sattogisf ttrany of them pur.pla or
urday to-the County Committee
blue ribbon winners after two
are Chester K. McNeely, vicedays of judging, sold at auction
chairman, and Walter Perry.
for unusual prices and the payWillis S. Traylor and Roy Tayoff will continue tomorrow.
be were elected as first and
The grand champion individsecond alternates. Mrs. Lillian
ual steer of the show, TomaPruett, will continue as chief
hawk an 1,110-pound Shorthorn
clerk-secretary, Mrs. Margaret
shown by Joe Duea, Belmond,
Loftus as clerk-treasurer and
old's branch of the Hopkinsville store owned by Miss Sarah Myers, is one of the most Iowa, netted Duea and the steer's
Miss Mary Lee Adams as clerk.
of its kind in western Kentucky. It is located next to Farmers National Bank of Prince- coowner, Carl A. Henkel, MaResults of the cornmunity combusinessman,
am n street and features women's and child ren's wearing apparel. Mrs. Al Thomas Page is son City, Iowa,
mittee elections are as follows:
Photo By Blackburn $11,100, the highest ever paid
District No. 1, chairman, Lawfor a single steer, plus more
To remove chewing gum from
Don't stop serving crisp vegeof the new paints conRogers; vice-chairman,
rence
than $1,300 in prize money.
ice
T which will kill ants, table salads because you can't clothing, rub the spot with
Carmie Carter; regular member,
Thompson Buys Steer.
mayonnaise. Keep those until gum rolls into a ball, then
ches, clothes moths and get
Powell Oldham; first alternate,
John R. Thompson, Jr., presiects that might crawl salads going to the table with scrape off with a dull knife or dent of a national restaurant
James Jordan; second alternate,
spatula.
dressing.
cream
sour
surface.
a painted
chain, bought the steer for $10 CHAMPION STEER BRINGS $10 A POUND— Grand champion steer of the Chicago Market Ray Spurlock.
District No. 2, chairman, Bera pound. Tomahawk's entry Fat Stock show is auctioned and brings $10 per pound, an all-time record for this show and the
weight was 1,105 pounds but the steer, Tomahawk, for $11,050 from Carl A. Henkel, Mason City, Iowa, and Joe Duea, Belmond, nice Jones; vice-chairman, W.
P. Oldham; regular member, E.
steer had added 5 pounds when Iowa, co-owners. (AP Wirephoto)
B. Williamson; first alternate,
he reached the scales after the
Vernon Burchett; second alterauction and the extra weight
nate, F. F. Taylor.
cost Thompson an additional
District No. 3, chairman, Claud
$50.
Work butter and sugar to a Jaeltson; vice-chairman, J. D.
Cattle records showed only
Australia. Here is the recipe:
By Jane Eads
cream. Add flour gradually and Morse; regular member, Jessie
one other steer sale that came
One pound of cake, cut into
Washington—Embassy kitchens
work with hands until soft Morse; first alternate, W. L.
close to that of Tomahawk. An
are bustling with preparations fingers and spread with rasp- enough to roll out on a board. Woodruff; second alternate, Edthe
was
sold at
Aberdeen-Angus
wives berry jam. Soak this in sherry Cut in half and work into two ward Slaton.
Eastern States Fair, Springfield, for Christmas. Diplomats'
in- for about half an hour. Line crites one-fourth of an inch
that
District No. 4, chairman, Chesnow
zest,
Mass., in 1933 for $11.15 a pound, are persuing
glass bowl with cake, pour boil- thick. Roll out smooth on baking ter G. Cravens; vice-chairman,
but that steer weighed less than gredients are easier to get.
over it and chill. Co- paper dnd bake in moderate oven Earl Wood; regular member, AaEach is hoping to have at ed custard
the shorthorn and brought its
ver top with whipped cream until light brown. Trace out ron Rogers; first alternate, Hewthat
offering
holiday
one
least
a
$842
total of $10,202 or
owner
decorate with cherries, ange- Christmas message across the top lett Hall; second alternate, Peris typical of the country she and
less than Duea received.
lies and almonds. Serves eight. in icing.
was
she
pleasure
a
cy Piercy.
represents—
Smashing all known records
Mrs. C. A. Berendson, wife of
the
District No. 5, chairman, Urey
squash,
for sale of carlots of cattle, the often forced to forego during
winter
buying
When
the minister from New Zeland,
o k; vice-chairman, Claude
o
C
its
for
grand champion carload of 15 war years.
heavy
is
one that
however, has a recipe for short bread select
here,
families
regular member, John
English
Storms;
blemishes.
a
steers, Herefords, brought $2
national size and free from
a war-born recipe which is part of the
to
alternate, A. S. Croft;
first
sticking
Laws;
are
and
pound. Shown by Carl Hoffman,
The rind should be firm
it is:
traditional pudding. It Christmas fare. Here
with a second alternate, Wm. Winters,
squash
Ida Grove, Iowa, and Robert foi their
Winter
smooth,.
flour
wheat
16 eggs or the fruit 6 ounces
Storz, Omaha, Neb., the carload won't have
soft rind is usually immature Jr.
flour
of the pre-war vari- 2 ounces of corn
District No. 6, chairman, Frank
was bought by the Wrigley build- and brandy
and its flesh may be thin and
but'the family will gather 4 ounces butter
ry;
turn to Page Three)
(Please
cooked.
when
ing Restaurant, Chicago, for.
watery
ounces sugar
around to help mix it, as'is cus- 2
$30,660.
tomary, and a sprig of holly will
Last year Hoffman sold his
garnish the top just the same.
grand championship Carlot, also
It's called austerity pudding.
a
9
cents
for
pound.
Hereford,
Here is the receipe:
Forty-nine carloads of beef
2 ounces flour
cattle, 735 head weighing an
2 teaspoon baking powder
1
/
aggregate of 789,230 pounds 1/2 teaspoon grated nutmeg
brought $265,023, an average Y4 teaspoon cinnamon
price of $33.58 a hundred pounds. 1 teaspoon mixed spices
16 Loads Of Feeder Cattle
2 to 4 ounces suet or fat
There were 16 loads of feeder 3 ounces sugar
cattle (calves to be fattened for /
2 to 1 pound mixed fruits
1
market) that sold at an average 4 ounces breadcrurnbs
Gay merry-makers to bring joy to young hearts on
of $16.66 a hundred pounds. The 1 ounce marmalade
320 head, aggregating 146,980 2 eggs, fresh or dried
Christmas and after. Wonderful snow suits with
pounds, brought a total of $24,- 1/4 pint of rum, ale, stout or
480 to their owners. The avermilk
cuddly warmth stitched into every inch. Pure
age weight was 459 pounds.
Sift flour and baking powder.
Tomorrow's sales will include Add sugar, fruit and crumbs and
virgin wool and zelan in all the colors
the reserve grand champion of grated suet or melted fat. Mix
the show, young Robert John- with marmalade, eggs and rum
that young people love.
very
son's Aberdeen-Angus from Gal- or other liquid. Mix
va, Iowa, and• other individual thoroughly. (This is where the
1
0
/
steers shown by juniors, then amily comes in. Everybody takes
,X)
adult's steers and juniors' and a turn mixing, making a wish

What's Cooking for Capital Yule

Christmas Joys for Girls and Boys
Florida Oranges by the
ins, Clothes
kets and thousank

and meanwhile.)
Put in a greased paper. Steam
for four hours. Remove paper
and cover with a fresh piece
You can easily identify a fully
and clean cloth. Store in a cool
ripe banana because it has deep
place. Steam two to three hours
brown.
with
flecked
peel
yellow
before serving.
the
in
them
find
Bananas as you
The traditional way of sermarkets may be tipped with
the pudding is to turn it
ving
green; these will ripen readily
the basin, upside down,
of
out
at room temperature.
stick a sprig of holly on top,
pour brandy around it and set
tbe brandy. on fire. It should be
brought to the table aflame
arid with ceremony.
"Trifle" is one of the most
popular Christmas treats in

adults'
sheep.

individual

hogs

B u y with confidence —
jewelry you will be proud

ORANGES 1 1
box.
,by the

We have a nice stock of
good quality wreaths.

less for this fine merchan -

good)
•ach 250 or
has somethilg
special for you
and it's

OUT OF THIS
WORLD

3 FINE DIAMONDS
14-Kt. Mounting
AND

$150.00

plan.
Use our lay away or divided payment

Page Two

U. K. Net Squad
Has 11 Opponents

0

Thursda , December 13, 1

THE PRINCETON LEADER, PRINCETON. KENTUCKY
Livestock Market Steady

Pvt. William G. Baker
Is M. P. At Manila

Pvt. Wilburn G. Baker, husband of Mrs. Marie Baker,
Route 1, and son of Mr. and
Including the game with Ft. Mrs. Leemon Baker, is serving
•
while
Knox which was played Satur- as a military policeman
order are being reand
peace
day night, Dec. 1, the Universtored in Manila.
sity of Kentucky's 1045-48 basof
direction
at Knoxville; Jan. 21, Georgia
ketball team, under
Mighty Haestro Adolph Rupp, Tech at Atltnta; Jan. 26, Notre
will play 21 games this season, Dame at Louisville, and Jan.
Including Notre Dame at Louis28, Georgia Tech at Lexington.
ville January 26.
Feb. 2„ Michigan State at
follows:
The schedule
1., Ft. Knox at Lexington; Feb. 4, Vanderbilt at
December
Lexington; Dec. 7, Western On- Nashville; Feb. 9, Vanderbilt
tario at Lexington; Dec. 18, at Paducalr, Feb. 16, Tennessee
Arkansas at Lexington; Dec. 21, at Lexington; Feb. 19, Ohio UniOklahoma at Lexington; Dec. 29, versity at Athens; and Feb. 23,
Xavier at Lexington.
St. John's at New York.
Western Kentucky fans will
Jan. 1, Temple at Philadelphia;
Jan. 5, Ohio University at Lex- have an opportunity to see the
ington; Jan. 12, Michigan State Wildcats in action when they
at Lansing; Jan. 14, Xavier at meet Vanderbilt at Paducah
Cincinnati; Jan. 19, Tennessee February 9.

Attention!
In order to eliminate confusion a_nd mistakes in mail, parts and packages, we are
changing the name of our place from Princeton
Auto Sales to Hodge Motor Sales.
Beginning the first of the year, we have a
nice supply of calendars you will appreciate
having.
We will be glad if you will call for one.

J. D.lodge
iminummiummilr
Back Again To Serve You Well

at TOTTEWS
I want all my good Princeton and Caldwell
County customers to know I am back from the
Service and running my place at Gracey again.
Have good sandwiches, cold drinks and service
for your car. You will receive a warm welcome
here and your patronage will be appreciated.

Totter Wilson
U. S. 68 at Gracey, Ky.

Stop at Our Sign

Livestock sold fully steady on
the Princeton market Monday
compaled with sales a week
ago, it was announced by Brad
Lacey, manager. Total sold was
648 head. Baby beeves topped
at $15.50; No. 1 veals, $16.50
and hogs, $14.45. All fat hogs,
140 pounds and up, sold at ceiling prices.

signs agreeBYRNES SIGNS LOAN DOCUMENT—Secretary of State Byrnes, (second from right)
state deat
ceremony
during
States
United
the
by
Britain
Great
to
loan
$4,400,000,000
ment for
financial mispartment in Washington. Left to right are; Lord Keynes, chief adviser to British
of State
sion which negotiated loan; Earl of Halifax, British ambassador to U. S.; Secretary
Byrnes and U. S. Secretary of Treasury Fred M. Vinson. (AP Wirephoto)

Ky's Small Farms
Present Problem

Fredonia News

The scoring was as follows:
By Dorothy Brasher
Fredonia 37
Dawson 42
Twenty-seven thousand, or
Mrs. Ray Clegg and son,
Quertermeus
Harris__ 9
one-eighth, of Kentucky
about
in
Were.
Princeton,
of
Billy,
Dorrah 8 farms, not including part-time
12
Simon
town Sunday visiting friends Audos
12
Gohun
4
farms and land tilled by cropRogers 14 pers, are tracts of less than 30
and relatives.
B. Cotton 9
Brasher 1 acres, with an average of less
Rev. C. W. Dilworth has Claxton
8
been ill with flu recently.
The next scheduled game for than 10 acres well suited to culMiss Hazel Fuller and Miss the Yellow Jackets is with tivation, it is brought out in a
Bonnie Jean King spent the Frances there Friday night.
report to the - Committee for
weekend in Nashville with Miss
Sunday dinner gnests of Mr. Thomas P. Cooper of the State
Juanita King.
and Mrs. C. H. Brockmeyer College
Agriculture and
of
Miss Lena S. Cruse, of Clarks- were Mrs. J. L. Quertermous Home Economics. Continuing, he
ville, Tenn., spent the weekend and Mr. and Mrs. C. H. Brock- says:
daughter, "Few acres of cropland and
Jr., and
with her sister, Mrs. Ivan meyer,
Bennet and Mr. Bennet.
Sandra.
none-too-fertile soil add up to
%SO. Malcolm "Mac" Blackmeager living for many families
discharged
been
has
btak
on these farms. The finding of
from the Army and is now home
suitable means to increase their
with his parents, Mr. and Mrs.
income substantially is essenRay Blackburn.
tial to the well-being of these
Miss Georgia Boaz wis the
families.
guest of Miss Edmonia Bennet,
"Obviously there are three
When a frozen chicken is
of Kuttawa.
approaches to a solution: (1)
freezer
from
home
brought
Mrs. J. E. Hillyard was the
improved farming and marketSunday guest of her brother, locker or market, housewives ing, and engaging in farm enterto
as
uncertain
Mrs.
and
sometimes
are
Mr. James Dollar
prises capable of returning a
how rapidly the bird should be high per-acre income; (2) enDollar, of Bowling Green.
The Fredonia Yellow Jackets thawed. Mrs. Pearl Haak, food largement of farms, through
were defeated for the first time specialist at the Kentucky Col- purchase or rental, so as to inthis season Friday night by the lege of Agriculture and Home crease the scale of operation;
Dawson Springs Panthers. It was Economics makes these suggeshigher than moderate, so as to
an interesting game in which tions:
If chickens are thawed before avoid shrinking and toughening
an overtime period was played.
Dawson rung those 5 extra cooking, they cook more evenly the meat. It will be necessary
points in the overtime period. and with greater economy of to allow extra time so that the
meat will thaw and cook all
fuel.
They may be thawed slowly the way through.
In the refrigerator, a 3 or 4pound bird requiring overnight
or longer to thaw completely.
Or It may be thawed at room
temperature, in which case its
progress should be watched
closely. As thawed meat spoils
more quickly than meat which
is freshly killed, it should be
cooked without delay.
Frozen meat should not be
Mims 25
soaked in water, either hot or
Prinootou. Z.
cold, to hurry the freezing.
Soaking causes loss of good
juices.
Cook thawed poultry just as
freshly killed birds would be
prepared. For example, keep
oven tmperature down to 350
degrees for roasting chicken, or
if it is being prepared in a casserole dish, at 275 degrees. If
a young bird is to be fried in
heat
the
shallow fat, keep
moderate.
If poultry must be thawed,
or partly thawed, during cooking, don't try to speed the cooking by using high heat. Follow
directions for good meat cooknot
temperatures
ery, using

Slow Thawing Is
Best For Chicken

DEPENDABLE
INSURANCE

at 'LEACH'S

PLEASE RETURN ALL

Empty Milk
Bottles

Hopkinsville
,9go
icarson

The fighting is over but the scarcity of glass milk bottles continues,
due to manufacturing problems. For that reason we must use the
supply now in Princeton.

W

For

omen's
ear

I ncorpor too d

Please go to your pantry shelves, search the nooks and corners,
and return all empty milk bottles to your grocer or to the milk
man that serves your neighborhood.
The situation is so critical that our firms have had scarcely enough
bottles to care for our needs on several occasions recently.

utler Hig

OUR WATCHWORD--Service and protection through Capital SI°

exclusively yours
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MARK CUNNINGHAM, Agent
111 W. Market St.

rivoNt 51

It is our earnest desire to give uninterrupted service and we urgently request Your cooperation.

Princeton Cream& Butter Co.
Phone 161
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Attention, Farmers

tihuaepe
sc

ucedC

Hoir stood up
night when
performed
&ring act
urn. The
sponsored by
was attend
d.
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esrnanship co
this; week
5. Anderson, o
121 studen
be interested
Visit this station for your gasoline and oil for tract°

C. A. Woodall
Insurance Agency

Ethyl Gas
White Gas
Kerosene
Pennzoil

Pro

18.6c go
161
2
/
9c per go
100% pure o

GAS

We can also take your tires and have them recap
Established
1907

"Not For A Day, But
For All Time."

"When you buy insurance from this Agency,
you are bringing home
security."

Grade 3 tires for sale.
We buy, sell or trade used cars.
We will give you lc off if you buy 50 gal
or more gasoline.
...A good grade of motor oil to farmers at 50t

Also
cluding 1 I

gal. when you purchase 5 gal or more.

CI

CORNICK OIL CO.
L B. WILLIAMS, Mgr.
Kellam

Princeton,

In flopkinsville

AO

In

is KEACH'S
in Hopkinsville

Gifts the Whole Family will
Enjoy for Years to Come...
•Living Room Suites

•Bedroom Suites

(All Spring Construction)

(Walnut, Mahogany and Maple)

$69.95 to $249.

$79.95 to $349.

III Dining Room Suites

II Sofa Beds

(Mahogany and Walnut) ,

(A Sofa by Day—Bed by Night)

$149.95 to $429.

$69.95 to $84.95

'EP
a
',ADDI

II-Knee Hole Desks - ---

(Just the Chair for His Christmas)

(Mahogany and Walnut)

$39.95 to $79.95

$29.85 to $114.95

Help Thetis Cleanse the Blood
of Haem(pl Body Waste
Youritidneys are constantlt filtering
waste Miner from the blood stream. But
kidneys sometimes lag in their work—do
not act sa lista* intspded—tall to remove hepatitis* that, it retained, may
poisoa the aystent Ind asset the whole
body machinery.
Bymptoks may be Ragging brackish',
persistent headache,attack. of &miner.
getting up sighta, swelling, palladia
under the eyee—a (wise el
&nasty and lose of pep sod strewth
Other algae of idiom or bladder disorder are sometimes burning, meat, Or
too frequent urination,
There should he no doubt that proirrig

badlY

and other farm uses.

Lounge Chairs and Ottomans

Watch Your
Kidneys!

n and
Dottie DeeReport
prier's

Company Insurance.

HOME WITS are BEST...
and the Store
for these Gifts

John E. Young Agt,

So That We Can Give Uninterrupted
Service To You And Your Grocer!

and (3) off-the-farm employplement farm income. Opporment or development of home
tunity to enlarge the farm, or
Euy a farm with more cropland,
implies the availability of credit
on sound and practical terms.
Opportunities for employment
off the farm will increase if
more
are
plants
industrial
gcnerally located in small towns
and rural areas. Development
of home handicrafts may offer
increasing opportunity with extension of electricity to greater
numbers of farm homes.
yielding
enterprises
"Farm
high returns per acre usually
require much labor per acre.
On small farms there is usually
plenty of labor to make these
intensive enterprises practical.
Of such enterprises, it would
appear that dairying, poultry
raising, and raising burley toSacs offer greatest promise
for the ,small-farm operators.
potatoes,
Strawberries, sweet
vegetables for market and other
specialty crops offer opportunities in some areas.

oursda , De

..ilecessary
farm at
ney to
* the en

and many more Home Furnishing Items, such as,
Tables - Mirrors - Lamps - Bugs and Carpet
Stoves - Heaters and Hassocks

Keach Furniture Co.
"The Big Store - 9 Floors of Good Furniture"

e..• Peon
ve materta
I, maintain
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Sanitation Pays
In Raising Hogs
Dottie Deen and Bob Taylor
Reporters
Butler's badly needed agriore building will be ready
use by the first of January.
indows have been put in and
• heating device is being inled. The building will be
4 by more than 50 boys
dy and we are very proud
the new addition.
• • •
Our first basketball pep chapel
nt off with a bang Tuesday
ernoon with the cheerleaders
d students showing plenty of
! it is hoped Butler's games
1 be that successful. The
een, Christine Dycus, was inuced in chapel.
• • •

Water Important
For Laying Hens

Carl Hobbs of Carlisle county
has proof that it pays
to raise
hogs the sanitary way.
Last
spring, two of his hogs
farrowed
in the old hog lot, raising
seven
pigs which weighed less
than
100 pounds on Oct. 25.
In contrast, 13 sows were cleaned
and
moved to a new field
where
they farrowed 108 pigs
when
they were about six months
old,
averaging 235 pounds. Fifty-six
more pigs were sold when
they,
too, were six months old,
each
averaging 250.
Anderson is connected with the
vocational educational department, Frankfort, Kentucky.
• • •
The Princeton chapter of the
Future Homemakers of America
had their formal inaition Monday night at B.H.S. The program included speeches by officers Barbara Clift, Gertrude
Richie, Viva Dale Martin and
Dorothy Riley. The initiates
were given the oath by President Barbara CHM Clemma
Keeney and Lou Nell Russell
sang the club song. After the
program, a surprise shower was
given Mrs. Miux_TuffnrA followed by a tea.

Hair stood up straight Frinight when Wear & Comy performed their mysterious
When a hat is not a hat—Lilly Dache sugChristmas tree glitter—For an important
ppearing act in the B.H.S.
gests decorated hair nets for after-dark festi- dinned date or first night at the theater, this
itoriurn. The show which
vities, when you don't want to wear a hat. shining snood has the right gala air. It is
sponsored by the cheerleadAbove is her flattering halo snood made of trimmed with bands of rhinestones, sequins
was attended by a large
dozens fo black net ruffles topped with a big and big marble-sized cabochons, for holiday
wd.
black bow.
• • •
festivity.
Tesrrtanship courses .are being
Maurice Watson.
.Vinson; vice-chairman,•Annie
ered this week at Butler by
District No. 10, chairman, R. D. McElroy; regular member,
Anderson,
of
Madisonville,
D
J. Wigginton; vice-chairman, R. Floyd Dunbar; first alternate, H.
121 students who seem
Cannon came into use in war- (Continued from Page 1, Sec. 21 P. Ray; regular member, Noble
K. Williams, second
be interested enrolled. Mr. fare ln the sixteenth century. Stallins; regular member, Z. D. Paris;
first alternate, James R. M. Williams.
Young; vice-chairman, Hubert Blackburn;
second alternate, J.
Orange, first alternate, Eli Sisk,
Weddings in Morocco last sevsecond alternate, W. D. Orange. D. Bugg.
District No. 11, chairman, Eu- en days.
District No. 7, chairman, Lewis
Jenkins; vice-chairman, Porter
M. Sell; member, W. S. Traylor;
first alternate, William Coleman;
second alternate, John T. George.
District No. 8, chairman, Roy
Tayloe; vice-chairman, Roosey
Roberts; regular member, G. C.
Nervous Indigestion Had
Crenshaw; first alternate, Roy
Pulled Her Down To Only
Traylor; second alternate, Otto
98 Lbs, Says Mrs. Ottinger.
Beckner.
Can Eat Plenty Now; Gains
District No. 9, chairman, Brady
Weight And Strength.
Sigler; vice-chairman, Marvin
"Retonga gave me the first
Sigler; regular member, Lonnie worth-while relief I found after
Rowland; first alternate, Sup- trying for seven years and
pelle Baker; second alternate, spending hundreds of hard-earned dollars," gratefully declares
Now Many Waal
Mrs. Floyd Ottinger, wife of a
well-known farmer of Route 1,
Parrottsville, Tenn.
With Mors Comaknt "I weighed only 98 lbs," conMRS. FLOYD OTTINGER
tinued Mrs. Ottinger. "I sufMaw
FABTzwyn.• pleasaat antenna
acid) powder. holds taloa toot! Name
mol= fered distress from nervous in- and eat anything. I sleep like
Srmly. To ant and talk InFASTe
tort. Just sprinkle • Sill.
otz digestion until I was almost a- a top. Even the sluggish elimon your plate. loo gummy, gooey. Iplw
tsato or feeling. Cheeks "plats
fraid to eat. I felt so restless at ination is relieved. I have re(den(ure breath). Got FAST/XT. as
times I could hardly contain gained 30 lbs. and am nearly
say drug starts
myself and I hardly knew what back to my normal weight. I
a good night's sleep was. I sel- feel so much stronger that I do
dom ate a meal without severe my housework easily. I can nevgas pains in my stomach, and er give enough praise to Rethe splitting headaches I suffer- tonga."
ed were almost unendurable. I
Retonga is intended to rewas forced to take strong lax- lieve distress due to Vitamin
atives every day. I could not B-1 deficiency, sluggish elimineven look after my house work, ation, insufficient flow of gasand I spent hundreds of dol- tric juices in the stomach and
lars, but I kept feeling worse loss of appetite. Accept no suball the time.
stitute. Retonga may be obtain'Retonga relieved me prompt- ed at s•Dawson's Drug Store.
ly. I now have a fine appetite
Adv.

Brome Grass And
Alfalfa Do Well

Corn Yields 104
Bushels An Acre

Farm Agent Charles D. Shouse
of Powell county reports that a
mixture of broine grass and alfalfa made,an excellent hay and
pasture crop on the farm of
Claude Townsend. From two
six-acre fields, he cut three
crops of hay, each crop producing more than two and a half
tons per acre with excellent fall
pastures. On an additional five
acres sowed last spring, the
ground is covered with a good
growth.

Lafayette Shelton of Wayne
county grew 104 bushels of two
varieties of Kentucky hybrid
corn on one acre, reports Farm
Agent H. J. Hayes. The corn,
planted on bottom land, was well
fertilized at the time of planting
and given a side dressing of 200
pcunds of ammonium nitrate
when the corn was about 12
inches high.

The amount of feed and water hens consume has much to
do with how well they lay, says
Stanley Caton of the Kentucky
College of Agriculture poultry
section.
"Most of the feed hens eat
is used for body upkeep," says
Mr. Caton, "and so it may be
that a little extra feed will make
the difference between fair proMoroccan women's lives are
duction and good production."
governed by rules: teeth to be
He offers these suggestions.
brushed up and down and not
1. Feed a well balanced ra- them a 14 hour day. Lights give cross-ways, the Devil's way;
tion. A good laying mash and a longer day for feed consump- rouging includes the soles of the
plenty of grain with it, should tion and also stimulate the egg feet; never blow out a candle;
be fed. The use of such feeds producing organs.
!lover stroke any living thing.
as moist mash or pellets is often
4. Water makes eggs only if
beneficial.
the hens have it to drink. Keep
The eggs of Wilson's phala2. Make the feed easy to get. it before them always.
rope, which breeds in North DaUse feeders that are low enough
Two diseases usually become kota and Canada, are unusually
for the hens to get to easily apparent in the fall and early pointed and heavily streaked
and be sure there is plenty of winter. They are chicken pox with black.
feeder space available. One foot and colds. The outbreak of pox
of feeder space should be pro- can be slowed down by vacciThe normal pace of a marchvided for each four hens. Place nating with the "pigeon strain" ing army is three miles an hour.
the feeders in the light and if vaccine. It isn't advisable to But it is the practice during
possible with the end of the vaccinate the laying flock unless every hour to halt for ten minfeeder towards the light.
the pox outbreak occurs. Vac- utes so that the average rate of
3. If electricity is available, cination should be stpne .Q/1..the progress of _the column is 2/
1
2
use lights _op your hens. Give grOTving flock.
miles an hour.

FALSE TEETH

With sparkling glass buttons. Ele;;;Lantly
fashioned in the new fall shades. Has
slot pockets; warm interlining. Sizes
12-20.

Fitted yoke
ing

in

with gather-

front

and

back_

Short sleeves

and

patch

pocket.

Smart new style with slimming flange
cut and covered buttons. Beautiful wool
dress coating, warmly interlined. Sizes
12-20.

Luscious

colors;

sizes 32 to 38.

In All White Fur, White
Furs With Leather Palms.
Assorted Colors.

Gay Plaid Skirt
50% New Wool
50% Rayon
Whether it is a complete new farm building that
Is necessary to keep your farm producing, or
Just a small but important order of repair materials, we are here to see to it that your essen-

BLACK
GLOVES

Light weight, with zipper
placket. Has boxed front
and back center pleats. In
powder blue; melon; lime
green. 24-30.

Just Received ... Shipment
of Black Gloves in Assorted
Fabrics and Leathers.

r farm at its peak of
fleiency for the preeent

A letikt roof can cause irreparable datnege to your
farm machinery and stored
crops. Necessary repairs
shoeld be planned now, before winter. Count on us
for best quality materiate.

Just what you need for
sports wear! H a s long
sleeves with rib neck, cuffs
and bottom in a strong link
knit. 34-40.
Scarfs, Fascinators and !Lain
and Shine Scarfs in 120%
All Wool Fabrics, RaYona
and Sheers.

Poultry Returns
Profits In Pike
Donald Brewer, a member of
the Pikeville Academy 4-H Club,
told Farm Agent Glen D. McDowell that he, in cooperation

By W. G. Rogers
(AP Arts Editor)
Books that make fine gifts are
of three kinds: those filled with
Christmas or holiday spirit, those
prettied up with illustrations
and exrta-handsome bindings,
and those whose contents make
them suitable gifts at any season.
These classifications overlap, of
course, and you can sometimes
get three in one binding.The
Bible is a popular gift, sometines
in expensive editions. Dickens'
"Christmas Carol" combines seasonal and literary qualities.
Even contents overlap, as in
"The Fireside Book of Christmas
Stories," edited by Edward Wallace Morgan; it contains selections from the Bible, Dickens and HAIRCOMB FOR INDIANA 'BLUE BABY'—Baby Janice Marie
more recent writers.
Hayden, Michigan City, Ind., "Blue Baby," gets a haircomb by
John Erskine has just written her mother, Mrs. Ray Hayden, as her brother, Danny, looks on.
"The Human Life of Jesus," and Janice, who has a deformed heart, will go to John Hopkins
Willard L. Sherry is author of University Hospital to see if surgery can prolong her life. (AP
"Religion in America."
Photo)
Books that the recipient will
be proud to leave on the library Stegner's One Nation . . . about "The Shelley Legend" is by R.
tabla axe'. "Pride and.rrg.judico,l,our own csitiptaL... Thompson's M. Smith.
illustrated by Robert Ball; "The "French Itevolution," tiryant's I While it's risky to hazard any
Oregon Trail," ,illustrated by "Years of Victory," Bower's
guess about the life of a novel,
Thomas Benton; Robinson Cru- "Young Jefferson.", "A Picture
soe," illustrated by Fritz Kredel, of Russia," edited by John S. the one published this year which
and others in the Doubleday, Martin, contains 1,200 illustra- seems to me to have the best
chance of surviving is "Rickshaw
Doran Limited Editions. There tions.
Everywhere you turn in book- Boy," by Lau Shaw. Children,
are also Daumier prints issued
by Pantheon, and the same stores you run .across books good and bad, are the material
firm's Prehistoric Cave Paint- about the war, perhaps as short of Anne Parrish's fine "Poor
ings" . . . without much Christ- as Ensor's miniature history, Child," and also of Dola de Jong's
mas spirit but still a handsome which is barely 135 pages, or stirring "And the Field Is the
West's
book; Random House's two-vol- as long as Root's 1,300 in two World." Jessamyn
"Friendly Persausion" is full of
ume Aquinas and Knopf's two- volumes.
Good books about music and the sort of joy and delight supvolume de Tocqueville, both
musicians are Tovey's "Beetho- posed to mark holidays, and also
boxed.
A wide choice of new books ven"; Schauffler's "Florestan", comes in a jacket as pretty as a
Is worth reading now and likely the life of Schumann; Graf's Christmas package.
Other good novels are Roueis worth reading years from "Legend of a Musical City," anow; literature and music. If bout Vienna; and "The Bach che's "Black Weather," Wolfson's
you want to begin, you might Reader," edited by David and "L onely Steeple," Simonov's
"Days a n d Nights." Though
choose the first volume, just Mendel.
Numerous authoritative vol- Himes' "If He Hollers Let Him
printed, in each of two series.
One is "The United States and umes have appeared in the Go" is hard and savage, it is
Britain," by Crane Brinton, first course of the year on literary first-rate fiction.
Poetry volumes include Emily
in the American Foreign Policy matters. Emily Dickinson in the
Library edited by Sumner Wells; subject of "Ancestors' Brocades," Dickinson's "Bolts of Melody,"
and the other is "The Farmer's by Millicent Todd Bingham; consisting of poems unpublished
Last Frontier," by Fred Shannon, "The Trollopes" is by the Steb- before; the collected works of W.
inaugurating an "economic his- binses, mother and son; Byron H. Auden; admirable books by
is the here, or villain, of "Ter- Louis MacNeice, Gwendolyn
tory of the United States."
Other historical topics are in- esa, or Her Demon Lover," by Brooks and Karl Shapiro. Of all
books: Austin K. Gray; Frances Win- the many verse collections, David
in these
vestigated
Schlesinger's "Age of Jackson," war writes about George Sand ' McCord's "What Cheer" would
Macartney's "Rebuilding of Italy," in "The Life of the Heart"; and be a rpost appropriate gift,

BY Ralph Sprinkle
(AP Newell/dorsi)

with his father, started keeping
poultry records a year ago with
a flock of 640 White Leghorns
and Minorcan. For the 12 months,
his hens showed a profit of $1,398, and he culled 189 hens during the year.
•

Charlotte, N. C.—Three young
men with a formula have blown
a bubble up into big business.
They're working night and
day to meet the current bubbleblowing demand from young and
old alike that is sweeping this
nation and Canada, and even
bringing inquiries from points
south of the border.
The three young men, Donald
A. Barnes, 35, Hubert B. Jerman,
31, and James T. Duckworth, 29
--youngsters as business executives are judged—call their
LtIbble solution "Rainbow Bubbles." It wafts from lorgnetteshaped "wand" in a string of
bubbles
filmy, rainbow-hued
that leaves grown-ups as goggleed as kids.
Jerman, a local dyestuff tecnician, started working nights, in
his kitchen last spring, aiming
to make a low-cost bubble solution for his little daughters. Unknown to Jerman, Barnes and
Duckworth were workin,‘on a tles from barrel spigots.
bubble solution in Duckworth's..."Then ISE 0. Scott, salesman,
garage. By the early part of last promoter and former business
June, Jerman had arrived at his manager for his movie actor
formula and made a few local brother Randolph Scott, offered
sales; about the same time to sell the product. The bubble
Barnes, the only graduate che- experts had landed their first
mist of the group, and Duck- big order with a local departworth were scratching the local ment store chain.
4
drug store novelty trade.
Under Scott's promotion, the
they
Eventually,
learned of bubbles took Atlanta by frontal
each others off-duty experiments. assault, swept into Manhattan
Jerman, with a formula calling and virtual nation-wide demand
for plentiful ingredients, offered via Woolworth's.
it to Barnes and Duckworth,
Now the bubble business, exwhose formula called for hard-to- panded from the garage to
find ingredients. The upshot was quarters 50 times as large, ema partnership. They each put in ploys a business personnel of
$150, and went to work in Jer- 110, and production has jumped
man's garage "because it had from 600 bottles a day to beWits."
tween 75,000 and 100,000 in less
Last Fourth of July they gave than six months. Only this fall
their bubble solution a trial run slid Barnes, Duckworth and Jerat Myrtle Beach, S. C., and dis- man decide to give up their
posed of 576 bottles in a little regular jobs to take over fullover four hours. They hustled time operation of their mushback to Charlotte, established rooming bubble business.
their "factory" in Jerman's
garage, farmed production of the
By 1942 more than half of the
bent-wire wands out to neigh- assets of member banks of the
boring housewives at piece rates, Federal Reserve System were
mixed the solution in barrels, government securities, contrastagitated with an old garden ed with a proportion of less than
rake, and filled hand-labled bot- 11 per cent in 1929.

Canada Meade of Johns
Cree
also reported a good profit 0v
a period of 11 months, his
piail
try record shows he made a
pr
fit of $263.33 on 75 White Le
horns.
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Alluring dresses designed to
delight romance. Charmers from
neckline to h e m-line ... every
stitch to accentuate your feminity. Loveliness at its best to wear
for gay holiday festivities. From
oUr new -- series —of JUDIE FOX
frocks.
These frocks also come in
sport dresses.
See our beautiful collection of
all-wool blankets
truly a delightful gift—size 72 x 84.
Wool Scarfs, long and square
are nice gifts, too, as well as our
nice line of novelties.
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presents with pride

PERFUME by
For a perfect evening...Clings for hours
...has unusual feminin• appeal. Two '
beautiful lasting satin sachet pillows accompany "After Dark" perfume.

U. new collection °I

long lasting nail laegner and lipstick

Yu's high-fashion "originals': for
nails and lips—come in .
see them today!

L'Orle Perfumes
Lucretia Vanderbilt Cologne
Shulton Perfumes
Elmo Toilet Water
Compacts
Elmo Fitted Cases
Marie Barker Sachets
Chen Yu Sets

Boxes of Cigars
Style King Men's Sets
Poker Chips
Bill Folds
Stationery
Botany Hand Lotion
Max Factor Sets
Pinaud Sets
Yardley Soap
Tangee Sets
Russell McPhail Candies
Roger and Gallet Sets
Max Factor Sets
Yardley Lavendomeal

Imperial Russe Perfume
Bath Salts
Bond Street Perfume
-Don Juan Sets
Thermos Bottles
Overglo Sets
Metal Lunch Kits
Wrisley Cologne
Yardley Sachet
Mem Men's Gift Sets
Cigarette Lighters
L'Orle Men's Sets
... exciting, enticing! •
Siren sorcery.

The final luxurious
touch after bathing—
a soft, clinging cloud
of this silk-spun powwith the subtle arisladened
der
tocratic perfume of English
lavender flowers. Surrounds you
with an aura of fresh, delicate
fragrance —soothed,smooths and
protects your akin. Exquisitely
ins—in handsome container with

A head-spinning scent that goes straight to the heart,
never to be forgotten. That's Wicked...make it decidedly yours:
2 FL OZ. $l,
Alto
Alro by Kay Dammit—ON LEAVE, DOUBLE DARE, LOVERS' KNOT

giant puff. — Floor.

Keep your feminine charm Intact
with flas and Ion of Shuloon'a
Old Spice Talcum. Soothing, refreebleg,hapset with 01d Spice.
,In a ailedricerstamina adorned
with early American motifs Also
$10111
l0.oa.sJas.

New and different perfume...
a tiny touch lasts GU day...110410
odours.

Never too dry—never too
oily—the right lipstick so
accent yowl Six exciting
shades. Use it for velvety
smoothness that lasts.

